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ABSTRACT
2
This research is a study of the heat transfer I
characteristics of cylinders with studs having constant 
circular cross-section and'arranged in a staggered- !
formation on the cylinder#
j
The cylinders were placed normal to the air flow in 
a calibrated wind tunnel* I- i
The studs were soldered to the cylinder as a result 
of an Initial experiment carried out to determine the 
merits of screwed and soldered studs*
It is verified that, if the studs are not an integral 
part of the cylinder, there exists a resistance to heat 
flow at the cylinder-stud junction*
Main heat transfer runs showed that as far as overall 
coefficient of heat transfer was concerned the length of j 
the stud was of no consequence*
A heat-transfer correlation for this case is suggested* 
The effect of the tiirbulent incident stream on heat !}
transfer coefficient is discussed and the results of the
tests conducted in the environments of the violent accoustic j
I
disturbance are presented*
All the thermal runs were repeated using a plain !
cylinder*
I
The variation of the heat transfer coefficient with j
i
the angular displacement of the stud from the forward 
stagnation point is discussed and a correlation connecting !
I
air velocity, angular position of the stud and the heat
3
transfer coefficient is presented*
$his is followed by the heat transfer and pressure 
drop runs carried out on a studded and a plain cylinder 
assembly in which the \-ddth of the side walls was varied 
A Correlation to predict heat transfer coefficient from 
pressure drop measurements is suggested and verified 
using the results of this series of tests*
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= ftie ©y&bele ueed in this work h m  the fallowing 
meaning unleee liikorwis# stated*- Where more thin ©no 
meaning .ie assigned* it is usually el ear from the eonteast 
which is intended#. if not the symbol is defined in the
text t  & i5 alas art the alternative unites' "'
A sas er©ss^eeetie:aaX area noam&l to the direction 
of heat flow* ft2'
Ap m • projected area* ft2
0 m circumference*.. ft
fc p
SjSe erecifie heat of air at constant 
prosoure* ' Btii/ife <?o<* P
nr diameter* ft
s m asisstvityv
f . JSS ♦Penning* friction faster* ’
0 mass- velocity* lb/ft% ■
6 *s standard gravitational ’ 
acceleration* ■■ ■ 32*2  ft/s2
h ss hour* ■ ■ . . .
h - OS average coefficient of heat 
transfer* Btu/ft2 h dog f
K  « % thermal conductivity* Btu/ft h isg f
L m length* - ft 
IhO
& *a Je t  *
a 58* number of rows of tubes in the 
direction of flow*
f pressure* -lfef/ft2
* a quantity of heat (applied to 
a  sttii}* , M u / h
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Q * Quantity of heat* Btu/h
3 « .surface area* ft^
f ** ' absolute temperature °E
r » • radius*. ft
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? * /Volume* ft?
x « .thickness of .asbestos plugs* ft'
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' f ss density*
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$ » ., ' mean temperature of
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temperature* ' deg F
# ■ « angle*
^avgt2* mean temperature of the studded 
■ cylinder-■ minus bulk.'air
.■ temperature* , deg F
■$1> « base temperature of a stud
; • minus bulk air temperature* .• deg F
^oyl m mean temperature of the plain 
cylinder minus bulk air 
temperature* _ dog F
difference* ■
,-610
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mat. ** aetual« .
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! f u ■JSS5 f l t t a s a l t  n u m b e r *
2 r & I r E M t l  m t s i b e r *
Tm m B e y a o l d a  m m b e r *
m m .Stanton miaber#
I r n n* J J f fO lf1,1 n,l i   i *nm*i uny^imiBmniti' 17
fh# problem'for this research was suggested fey 
Mr*?*C#I>awi®s B*8 e*(lng*} M*I*Mech*BM  the main object 
of which was to study th® heat transfer characteristics of 
a studded cylinder when,placed in a fluid flowing - normal 
to it© axis* As the number of parameters that influenced 
the heat transfer was'large* it was decided to concentrate 
on the study of "the effects of variation In ©tnd length® 
kosfdnjf the other factors such air material* stud geometry 
on the cylinder etc#.constant*
fhe main use of studded tubes so far*hae been in the 
economisers ®f marine boilers? but in recent yearsf with 
the development of nuclear energy considerable attention 
has been paid to the design of secondary surfaces# fhis is 
largely forced by economics* Compared to the conventional 
boilers* those used in nuclear plants have to be compact 
owing to the high cost of a vessel in which' the tubes are 
housed*, furthermoret these boilers have to contend with 
lower temperature difference between the gas and the 
■at ©am*
As the steam side coefficient is- many times greater 
than that of gas side* It is natural to us® extended 
surfaces end thus reduce the length of the tub® and at 
the same time increase the surface area* per foot length 
of the tube*
In the mclear power stations of the gas cooled* 
graphite moderated type* carbon dioxide receives heat
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during its upward passage through a reactor cor© and 
dissipates it to water in the tubes on its way down through 
the■boiler* Th©- gas flow through the'reactor is axial to 
the channels through which it is flowing whereas'it is 
across th© tubes in th© boiler, i.e. it is in eross-*flow» 
The present research has.a bearing.©n th© heat 
exchange in the boiler# ’
There.are a Variety of secondary surfaces that have 
been used in th© boilers? the choice of a particular 
type depends on the experience'and the shop facilities 
of a manufacturer#
Althought the extended surfaces improve th© heat 
transfer performance of a tube* there is a considerable 
increase in th© pressure loss across the tube. In''the 
nuclear plant the pressure loss is of great importance as 
th© power absorbed by the gas circulators is extremely 
large#
Th© final design is aimed at obtaining a maximum heat 
transfer from gas to water ^vith minimum pressure drop and 
lowest possible capital expenditure#
Some of th© experiments described in this research 
show a possibility of arriving at a basic optimum design 
.by the measurements of pressure drop alone*
Th© aforementioned# partly justifies th© undertaking 
of this research which was aimed at investigating the heat 
transfer properties of a single cylinder with studs with 
the restriction mentioned before*
19
. _ I
. As far as the present author is aware, such a study 
does not seem to he available in the literature*
In almost all major industrial plants where extended 
surfaces are used, tubes are-arranged in hanks and as 
■such all the industrial research is on the hanks of tubes# 
Hence, the direct .comparison of the results of this' 
research with those on tube banks is not really justifiable* 
however, some general characteristics must remain the came 5 
therefore, tests carried out by other investigators on 
tube banks are compared,'where-possible,' with those 
carried out by the- author*
To demonstrate the heat transfer superiority of a 
studded cylinder over that of a plain one, all the tests 
were repeated using a plain cylinder, having same outside 
diameter* ■
The- results are presented in dimensional as well as 
non-dimensional- form for both the plain and studded 
cylindera•
20
CHAPTER 1 .Ml nMwui«»Wiiiiua.iiWui>i lUT''  cw »* " '■ ■■! n *■»* !
Review of. the Previous Work
■ Very little worh lias been done -on the heat transfer !
from discontinuous extended surfaces although a good deal . i 
of information is available on - contiguous fins*
.!
In 19l7f-Stanton, 'Booth and Marshall (48) examined thd
surface roughness effect of a gilled cylinder using 16 mm 
' ■ ! 
wide, 8. lam high and 0*55 mm thick gills attached to an !
insulated cylinder of base diameter 4§ in* ■ j
Ihe apparatus was heated electrically as follows t
- Bach gill was split at the rear, connected in series
and .a current was then passed through them*
from the experiments on plain gilled cylinder,-they j
found that the heat transfer was given by the following ||
empirical formula. **■
.h « 0.0057(1 ♦ 0,0075 9m ) W 3*73 (l.l) '
whers.h = Heat transfer coefficient (Btu/ft^ min deg-0)
« Arithmetic mean of the absolute temperatures 
of the gill and the air in deg-0
ITm « Velocity of the air stream in ia*p*h*
'After the first tests, the gills- were made rough by 
cutting serrations 0*5 mm deep and 1*8 mm wide to study j
the effect of.roughness but no.increase in heat transfer
j
was noticed by them* . ■ . j
i
Bye (42, 4-5) after' suunmarising the work done between -;!' 
1916- and 1922 in connection with aircraft engines concluded
i
that the heat dissipation from the cylinder can be obtained
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from the product of the equation (1*1) and fin efficiency j
calculated on the basis given in the appendix of this 
research and Chapter 6* '
Wagner, in 1929 (49) presented the results of the
I
experiments he carried out on finned surfaces* His work |
' - ! 
was based on straight fins 20 mm high, 20 cm long in the !
direction of flow with’ various fin ©pacings and air speeds*j
Graphs of the average coefficient of heat transfer and- |
fin spacing showed that with the decreasing fin spacing
the coefficient increased, reached its maximum value and j
l
then decreased* When the velocity was decreased th© 
coefficient also decreased at larger fin spacings* As 
stated by'Wagner this phenomenon was due to.the inter­
ference between boundary layers formed on the fins*
Using von Karman's formula for the boundary layer, 
Wagner noticed that the most effective spacing was about 
12$ greater than the thickness of the boundary layer*
This suggested that the outer regions of the boundary 
layer are only slightly affected by the interference* 
fhis report appears to be" the first systematic work 
on finned surfaces*
In 1952, Schey and Bierman (46) experimented on a 
finned cylinder of base dia* 4*66 in with fins 0*6 in 
wide at 0*3 in pitch and noticed that the heat transfer 
could be increased by inclining the cylinder to the air 
stream* Its maximum value was at an angle of inclination 
of 45°*
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Herman and Finkel (15) presented a report in 1934 
on the results of the tests they carried out using different 
cylinders which covered a range of annular fin pitches 
from 0*1 to 0*6 in, average fin thickness from 0*04 to 
0*0? in and fin widths from 0*37 to 1*47 in* These 
cylinders were in turn placedth a wind tunnel in which 
air speed could be varied from 44 ft/s to 220 ft/s* The
■ ' . i
flow of air was normal to the cylinder* Heat transfer !
coefficients were calculated over this range* Haeh 
cylinder was heated Internally by an electric heater 
fitted with guard heaters*
They came to the conclusion that the value of the 
heat transfer coefficient varied mainly with the air 
velocity and the space between fins, the effect- of the 
other fin dimensions being small*
In their analysis, they'derived the following- 
theoretical formula and found that it agreed well with 
their experimental results*
W = -§Tt  (| U  ♦ |g£ ) tanh awl + Sbj .....  (1#?)
H *» Over-all heat-transfer coefficient, Btu/in.base 
area per hour, per deg* F temperature difference- 
between the cylinder wall and cooling air* 
q » surface heat-transfer coefficient, Btu/in2 total 
surface-area per hour per deg,? temperature 
difference between the surface and the cooling air*
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Eb. « Radius from centre of cylinder to fin root* in 
t ** Average fin thickness* in
s » Average distance through air space "between adjacent
fin surfaces* in:. •
S'b » Distance between adjacent fin surfaces-at the fin 
root* in
w1 « . Effective fin width « w * i t t .
w « fin width* in
tt *» H n  tip thickness* in
a  as
K » ■ Thermal conductivity of .metal* Btu/h in deg-.Fv
This work was mainly carried out to supply design 
information for the construction of metal fins for the 
cooling of heated cylindrical surfaces by an air stream# 
1936 brought interesting experiment by Brevoort and 
Rollin (16)# In their work they determined the air flow 
characteristics around finned cylinders of base diameter 
4#66 in with fin widths varying from 3/3 in to 3 in and
f.. .... ■
fin spacing 1/32 in to ■§• in# For unbaffled, cylinders* 
the -air flow was measured for air speeds of approximately 
38* 5,6* 80, 110 and 145 a*p*h** at positions of 15? 45°* 
90°, 120°, and 135° from the front of the cylinder# Host 
of the tests on baffled cylinders were conducted on 
cylinders having 3/4 in wide fins with 1/4 in spacers#
A similar velocity survey was made on a smooth cylinder 
of 4#66 in, dia# The results are plotted in the report#
They noticed that the flow characteristics were not
24
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©0 critical to changes in fin- width'as they were to 
fin spacing? the entrance angle of the baffle had a - 
marked influence on .its efficiency. and the properly 
designed baffles increased the aijvflow over the rear' 
of the cylinder*
Bierman (14) i^ ig (1*1) carried out a further series 
of experiments in 1937 to assess the .effects of very small 
pitches of the fins* In this work fins were an integral 
part of the cylinder, The.base cylinder was of 4*66 in,dia* 
the fins being 1*22 in, wide and 0*033 in,thick* ' The 
spacing was varied from 0*131 in to 0*022 in* feats were 
conducted on both baffled and unbaffled cylinders' and also 
with Jacket and blower cooling# He based heat transfer - 
coefficients on the base cylinder area and noticed that 
it increased steadily with the increase in fin spacing 
and reached the maximum at a pitch of 0*045 in# " After' 
this there was a rapid decrease*
About the same time Griffiths and Awbery (26) 
published the results of their work on the study of heat 
loss from gilled pipes of various;si©es when heated and 
exposed to a transverse'air stream# ■ They ; mad© observations 
on pipes of 1 in-/ and 2& in- diameters with gills varying 
in dia* from 2 to 4i in. Each pip© was studied as a 
single unit in a wind tunnel* The gills of all the pipes 
were formed by winding a metal ribbon edgwlse on to the 
pipe, without welding except at the ends of the section* 
This type of construction resulted in a spiral gill
26
crlnhled on its inner edge when it came in contact with the 
pipe. In each case the pipe and gills were of iron•
They observed, that as the flow became turbulent, heat 
loss from the gilled pipes increased, but the increase was 
less than that for plain pipes, which they attributed to 
the fact, that already there existed a considerable amount 
of eddy motion set up by the gills themselves* They also 
noticed, that the temperature gradient in the gill at a 
constant heat loss varied very considerably with the 
different pipes and appeared to be dependent as a first 
approximation on the size of the pipe*
In 1942 Horris and Spofford (41) published the first 
basic heat transfer and flow friction data on discontinuous 
surfaces, their main aim being to provide a basis for the 
design of high performance fins* In their experiments they 
used 0*04 in diameter pins, arranged in an in-line pattern 
on a flat surface, the ratio of fin area to wall area being 
3.18.
They correlated the heat transfer data in terms of 
dimensionless groups* The effect of the size of the pins was
accounted for in Eeynolds number by using fin perimeter.
They came to the conclusion, that an increase in heat 
transfer could be obtained by suitably spaced strip fins 
instead of continuous fins and suggested the following 
empirical formula for the heat transfer group
(— L_| ^ ~ £ l 2//= 7 — , for Rev up to 2 0  0 0 0
(cpG ) ( K. ) l^ Een-
27
f* vi-*
where, Bey- V-being the fin perimeter.
Katz, Beatty and Foust (32) reported their investi­
gations in 1945, in which heat transfer data were pre­
sented for 18 tubes having integral spiral fins. The tubes 
were^each 3 ft long with base dias*- 0.481 in and 0*662 in 
and with fins 4 to 24 per in and 0*05 to 0,38 in high. The 
tubes were placed in a very narrow duct the height of 
which was varied from test to test the smallest and lar­
gest being 1,00 in and 1,3 in. Measurements for seven 
series of tests were recorded using steam, air, water and 
oil as fluids, Performance of finned tubes was compared 
with that of plain tubes tested under similar conditions* 
The authors found, that the experimental".data agreed 
within ± 7$ of the line having equation
h = 0,235 ( t W ) ° * 5 3 .... ..... (1*3)
tJmax being the velocity at minimum cross-section in feet 
per min.
They further carried out heat transfer tests using 
one single row of 12 tubes and a double row unit and 
noticed, that the results could be represented on a single 
line .whose equation was
h - 0.308 (irmax)0 *53  ..............(1.4)
A comparison of equation (1*4) with equation (1.3)for 
similar single tubes showed that the heat transfer coeffi­
cients at a given velocity were approximately 30‘f higher 
when the tubes are arranged in banks, than when they
»
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are used singly* j
In 19519 &hai (24) fig (1*2),presented a paper dealing j
mainly with the experimental investigations of straight J
rectangular fins* Experiments were carried out to determine | 
the point coefficients fey measuring many local temperatures* j
for this purpose he used hollow fins of stainless d;e@l* |
Each fin consisted of two plates each 1/32 In thick■ 
separated fey 3 fifere board sheets each l/48 in thick 
giving a total fin thickness of l/8 in* fo obtain non­
linear temperature distribution fins were made of low
j
conductivity stainless steel* fhe system consisted of |
four straight"fins placed at the centre of a duct with
the air flowing at constant velocity* Two fins were the
active fins each of which carried 30 thermocouples,
whereas the other two idle fins which surrounded the
active fins and were primarily meant for creating proper
. *
flow around the active fins carried two thermocouples j
I
I
each* The temperature along the roots of the fins was j
: f
kept constant fey means of 12 electric heaters* Experiments 1
[
were carried out for fin spacing's 1/8 inu, 1/4 ino, 3/8 in,, 
1/2 ins and 3/4 in and for air velocities between 25 to
75 ft/s. ■ j
j
(Jhai found that there was a large variation in the •' j
1
coefficients of heat transfer at different points on the j
fin. The variation of the coefficients in the direction M
j I
from the root to the tip of the fin was especially large, j !
the coefficient at the root feeing much smaller than at j
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franklin (22) studied the behaviour of a finned 
cylinder vd.th cross flow in 1954 and developed an equation 
whjkh correlated the results of hie research with those of 
earlier workers* fhe apparatus he used consisted of a 
2 in dia* cylinder having soldered fins of 4 in dia x 3/16 
in thick at 1/2 in pitch,, the cylinder feeing heated 
internally fey means of an electric heater* thermocouples 
were attached to various points.'on the fins and the base 
of the cylinder* the assembly was mounted in a wind 
tunnel capable of producing velocities up to 60 ft/s*
His investigations showed that the material from the 
rear of the fins may fee removed without reducing the heat 
transfer rate in the same proportion* franklin further 
investigated the possibility of increasing heat transfer 
rate fey providing eccentric fins# but found that the rate 
of transfer of heat was practically the same as that 
from the cylinder with concentric fins* : .
Kays (35) submitted a paper in 1955 with the object 
of presenting test data on pln-fin surfaces* He conducted 
experiments with various pin-fin arrangements and compared 
the results with those obtained fey Harris and Spofford (41) 
fhe problem of vibrations was also investigated*
He came to the conclusion that good performance from 
a pin-fin surface depends to a large extent upon the 
high ratio of pin to plate area and at the same time
ai
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1: Circular studs, 1/8 in dia, staggered pitch
2: Circular studs, 1/4 in dia* in-line pitch
5: Elliptic studs at staggered pitch
4: Elliptic studs at in-line pitch
5: 'Annular low fin 
6 : Annular high fin 
7: Spirally wound low fin 
8 : Spirally wound high fin 
9: Plain tube with two longitudinal fins 
10: Plain tube
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effective pin to plate bond that is reasonably 
aerodynamieally clean*
With the advances in Unclear feohnology# it became 
increasingly important to use the fubes with secondary 
surfaces in Atomic Power Plants in order to keep down 
the sise of the :<Heat transfer Units1 such as steam 
raising units* In order to compare the performance 
characteristics of various types of extended surface 
tubes# lymer (33) carried out experiments in 1957 using 
studded and annular finned’tubes of constant base dia. in 
a wind tunnel of nominal 20 in square in cross section*
’■ fubes were used in banks of 6 rows in depth and six 
tubes per row* Heat** transfer tests were conducted on 
only one tube at a time using superheated steam as "a 
heating medium* fhe air temperature in the tube bank 
then corresponded to the laboratory air temperature* 
Pressure-drop was also measured between planes well 
up stream and down stream of the working section when 
no heat transfer was taking place*
He noticed that the heat transfer coefficient reached 
an equilibrium value at about the third or fourth row 
of tubes* fig (1*3) shows the comparative heat transfer 
data obtained*
It is obvious as the author suggested that the final
assessment of performance of a finned tube is the effect
this particular tube has on the design of the complete
33
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unit both in capital and running co$t&» th® sign!t:leant 
factor being the-cost of the tubs-per .Bin transferred 
per hour par deg. f *
raising unit to bo used in *0ald®r Hall nuclear Bower ' ;
Station*.* Roller (51) carried out investigation® on the j
full scale elements of extended heat exchange surfaces*
2?he surface consisted of studs of various cross sections
resistance welded to~tubes and circular annul! attached
• - . . . • - . i
by expanding tubes and a type of integral extended surface
(Integrom) * Th® base dia. of the tubes varied from 1 to
2 inches# the length of each element being 5 ft*.
Several of these elements were placed using a'sta ~ered , 
pattern in & duct about 3- ft wide 'and hot gases were 
;-blown over the tubes* Mater flowing inside the elements j 
cooled gases as they passed up the bank# In all 416 teats | 
on l€ combinations were conducted* j
■ He found that t he heat transfer to the extended 
. surface varied with the 5/8th power of the gas speed*
|
In 1960# Worley and loss (50) submitted the results j 
of their expertmental work on Heat transfer and Pressure ' |
loss characteristics of several arrangements of studded I!
tubes la cross-flow# '. f hey used both atmospheric and 
pressurised rigs* fig (1*4) shows the details of the 
atmospheric rig*
In order to develop a suitable design for a steam
(
1 •
fh© air supplied by the fan was Heated in a
35
combustion chamber and passed along horizontal ducting 
to the tost section containing test elements through which 
cooling water was circulated* the cross-section of the 
duct varied from 3 ft x 3 ftto li ft x If ft. After 
leaving the test section air. passed through a cascade 
corner to a round chimney fitted with a flow orifice of 
B*A«E* design*
Air temperatures before and after the test section 
were measured by 16 ctoomel-alumel thermocouples evenly 
distributed across the duct*
Air pressure drop'across the tubes was measured by 
total-head tubes*
fhe following table shows the range of surface 
variables and arrangements tested by the authors*
tub® o*d« in: ■. If - 2i
transverse pitch, i n : 3^/S - ?
fitch between tube
rows*, in : 2h - 4
Studs per row: 6f 8, 10
. Bows of’studs per
inch : 2*. 4* 5
'Stud thickness, in: 3/32 - 1/8
Stud height, in: 
Stud pattern : staggered, in-line, special 
pattern with studs omitted
Stud cross-section:chamfered
rectangular \unurm.
elliptical ce
they presented the results in graphical form using' 
the tube diameter as the characteristic dimension and ' 
found that: .
(i) the mean local heat transfer coefficient'is not 
influenced by the stud shape as long as the general
■ ■ pattern is maintained
(ii)heat transfer performance of the studded surface is 
insensitive to pitch when the gap between stud tips
. is more than I in, ' .
(iiL)the tube is more important than the studs in fixing 
the-heat transfer coefficient/
' 'f . , > '
(lv)changes influencing strongly the pressure drop, do ; 
not necessarily give corresponding changes in heat 
transfer performance*.-
She authors mate'no attempt to explain the results 
they obtained*
In the same year an interesting paper by Boimthw&itc 
and Ohexrctt (45) on heat transfer and pressure drop 
characteristics of Helically finned tubes placed in cross 
flow appeared* the apparatus used by these authors 
consisted of a closed'circuit rig operating up to 150 
lbf/in^ gas pressure* A centrifugal fan was used to 
circulate gas round the rig* ■ Heat was continuously 
transferred from hot gas passing over the tube matrix 
under the test to a colder liquid flowing through the
tubes*
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from the results of the tests# they noticed that for 
a given type of finned tubing# friction factor is 
dependent only on the longitudinal pitch and gave the 
following relationship between the friction factor and 
heat transfer group with the reservation that a very 
large amount of experimental work ia necessary before a 
general relationship of this nature is obtained*
Pressure drop over matrix » constant x M t r / ^
where# f^ » 9 x 10s &2/ft
« free flow area in transverse direction 
Since the advent of Kuclear Inergy# several experimental 
have presented the results of their investigation on 
finned tubes? but nearly all the experiments were under­
taken to obtain the design information which could be 
used to produce a commercially economic and efficient 
heat transfer surface*
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CHAPTER 2.
Theoretical Work.
” ' • i
" i
The rate of convective heat transfer from a solid j
wall to a fluid flowing past is proportional to the area
■ ■ . ■ ]
I
of the surface* temperature drop and inversely ■ proportional!
to the thermal resistance of the harrier through which ‘ j
heat is flowing* j
It is obvious that if the heat transfer rate Is to 
he increased* either the surface area exposed to the 
fluid must he increased or the resistance to the heat 
flow must be decreased*
In .the case of fltiids flowing in conduits* the major 
resistance to heat flow is the laminar sub-layer‘"adjacent 
to the wall* The resistance of this layer is proportionalj 
to its thickness and any reduction of the thickness 
results in a comparable increase in the rate of heat 
transfer* This reduction may be- caused by one of the' 
several methods e*g* the use of turbulance promoters in 
the conduit* increase in the turbulence of the flowing 
stream by means of vibrations or pulsations etc*
. When it is desired to increase the exchange of heat |
i
between the hot surface and. the surrounding ambient fluid* | 
' ■ • ' ! 
it is a common practice:to ehhance the rate of heat trans- j
■ ' ! 
fer by increasing the surface area using extended.surfacesJ
A further discussion of this point will be resumed later* |
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for practical reasons f however* the external fluid -, 
has to be clean and comparatively less corrosive#
......-Jhis type of construction produces a compact design j
which is of great importance where space is the criterion* j
fhe addition of a solid secondary surface to a hot 
body has two opposing effects* On the one hand, the increase 
in surface increases the rate of cooling* On the other
- ■ i
hand, the interposition of the matter of the body of the 
fin between the base surface and the new cooling surface I
(of the fin) increases the resistance to heat flow, i*e* 
decreases the rate of cooling*
for heat transfer from an interior-isothermal surface 
to an external fluid there are two main factors which
determine the rate of heat transfer
. . . . .  ;
(a) resistance to heat flow through the convective film 
of the ambient fluid, ■
(b) conductive resistance to heat flow within the secondary | 
surface itself*
Considering the present investigation, the basic j
problem is - 1
s '. . . II
Given a secondary surface consisting of studs and^of 
of a certain geometry attached to the surface of a 
cylinder of fixed internal.temperature and surrounded by I
■ ■ ■  i
a fluid flowing past, what is the rate of heat dissipated 
by the studs and what is the variation in temperature as 
one proceeds from the base to the tip?
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Owing to the very complicated nature of the flow 
pattern round the studded cylinder, heat transfer coeffic­
ients must he determined experimentally as the .mathematical 
treatment, if at all possible may he extremely complex, 
whereas, conductive heat flow can he calculated with some 
success when certain simplifying assumptions are made* 
in© above two problems are not really independent 
since conductive equation must involve the rate of heat 
loss from the surface#
Although, as stated, any analysis must he based upon 
special data, preferably using dimensional analysis, an 
approximate mathematical attack can be mad© by assuming . 
that -
(a) The thermal conductivity of the stud is constant
(b) Convective heat transfer coefficient is the same :
over the entire surface of the stud except at the tip#
(o} The heat flow is steady with respect to time
(d) The heat transfer per unit time is proportional, to
the temperature difference between the surface at 
that point and the surrounding fluid#
(e) Orbss-seetion of the stud normal to the direction of 
heat flow Is isothermal
(f) She temperature at the base of the stud is constant#
(g) The material of the stud is homogeneous*
As the present investigation is confined to. the 
cases covered by the equation (A#2), only this equation 
will be considered in detail*
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Rewriting equation (A*2) in the following form*
(jyT
where, m   *.(2.1)
the solution of which'is ~
# » f> cosh mx * B sinh mx
constants D and B will depend on boundary conditions# fhe
following end conditions cover the great majority of
eases found in practice#
As'one end of the stud is secured to the primary , 
surface* the temperature at the base of the stud may be
....taken as the temperature of the primary surface at the
point of attachment#
This is true only if the studs are integral with
the primary surface# If* however* the stud is a separate
piece attached to the primary surface* some contact j
resistance may exist at the stud base and its 'temperature j
may be different from that of the primary surface#' 3*urth<rcj
II
discussion of this point is resumed in Chapter 6# j
; i•^ or the other end of the stud "  j
(a) When'the .bar is very long* i*e# x — * - temperature \
difference between the stud end and ambient fends to i
"  ,1
aero# This is approximately, applicable to a very j
- f
long bar as stated above or to the one with a very j 
low thermal conductivity# \
i
(b) When x =1, -KA /-|~j =0, Shis condition in j
practice means that at some length Lt there is no j
exchange of heat from the end of the bar* fhis la !
equivalent to saying that the end of the bar is 
insulated*
fhis boundary condition* though approximate is the ;
most useful one*
(o) When x - I, -KA jffj* _ -• - h0 A («x . L)
fhis says that the end of the bar is transmitting
heat to the surrounding fluid* 
fhis is a Very general ease*
It must be pointed out that it is possible to conclave 
other end conditions as well, depending on the circumstances 
For the present analysis, using the following two 
conditions* j
' j
At x « 0* 0 » ©b
At 3E = L, -E “ I = he «e
second condition states that the heat.-** transfer 
coefficient at the end (he)* is different from that at 
the other surface (h)*} . |
one obtainsi j
At ' X W 01 ©b » 2)
At x * 1 |
Pm sinh mb •+ Bm cosh mb » (B cosh mb + B sinh ©h) ;ii
I*©*
*. cosh &b ~ ©b b sinh ©b « b (m cosh mb sinh ajj
cosh mb 4- ©^m sinh mb 
Hence, H - — ~ V  he": sinh iniT 1
t
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after substituting for 33
« - 6b cosh mx - sinh ffixu m eosh mX Tihe/^T sinh mb ^
(m cosh mx cosh.
|^{sinh-mb 'cosh mx ** cosh mb sinh mx)
s*
i,e*
© sa
m sinh mb sinh ax) +
m cosh mb + h© sinh mb
m cosh m(b~x} * £g sinh m (b**x) 
m cosh mb 4- -Jig, sinh mb
cosh m(b~x) * (he/Km) sinh m{b~x) 
cosh mb + (h$/Km) sinh mb
(2,2)
■ fhis expression gives the excess temperature at any 
distance *x# along the stud above surrounding, :
fhe rat© of heat flow from the fin (stud) could be 
evaluated by noting the fact that all the heat dissipated 
by the stud must be conducted past the point where x ** o* 
then
u  ■ ~ ** jfxi i = 0 (2.3)
From equation (2,2)
m  ^  -4-v *nft «.*■ \ _ he 
dx
*~m sitih m(b-x) ~ ^  m cosh m(b-x)
cosh mb 4* sinh mb
©b
Hence,
i s }  x=o “
sinh mb + he/Km cosh m£
cosh mb 4* he/Km sinh
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Substituting the above value of d©/dx in the equation 
(2*3)
q » IAffi©b 
i # © *
<1 as
einhmh h^/fcm cosh mb 
cosh mb + he/5i sinh mb
tanh mb 4- he/Em
1 4* h@/lm tanh mb
(2*4)
In this derivation, it has been tacitly assumed that 
the resistance to heat flow at the spine surface Is 
caused by a convective layer#
. One can now derive expressions for the temperature 
distribution and the quantity of heat transferred from 
■equations (2*2) and (2*4) respectively, when it is 
assumed that there is no exchange of heat from the end 
of the bar l.*e# *** j| ■** 0 1 * © * h^ ® 0
On substituting h® « 0 in the equation (2*2) temperature 
distribution along■the stud is given by
_ cosh m (b~x) .♦•..*********. (2*5)
©h cosh mb
S3
and 'making the same substitution In the equation (2*4), 
heat dissipated by the stud is obtained from the following 
equation
■ q i« ICtoOfc tanh rob « * * * * * * .#**■*##******* * * # (2*6)
Equations (2*5) and (2*6) are the ones most commonly 
used in practice' with a modified length b* In the ease 
of studs with uniform cross section, the modified length
As
V A R IA T IO N  OF HEAT TR AN S FER - W ITH  STUD LE N G TH
SO
Ao
2o
LENGTH L m
FIG 2.1
is .given bys Imcd » true length. * § (radius-)#.
A study of equation (2#-4) suggests that there.is a I 
certain length of the stud at which the heat dissipated 
from it is a ’practical* maximum and then, tends to become 
asymptotic to a definite value of ’q* for a given value 
of f m1 * A plot of q'against 1 (fig 2*1) brings this point ! 
out very clearly (when is held fixed)* . At first'there ;
i
is a'sharp rise in the heat transfer rate with the increase!
I
j
in length of the stud* then the slope of the curve decreases!
thus showing that the further' increase, in stud length will j
!
not usefully increase the heat exchange* I
■ It is easily noticed from the equation- (2*6) that the j 
maximum heat transfer is going to occur when the product 
ml % 3 &sf for ml >  5#- tanh ml — 1*
Hence, any increase in length which results in giving
mL ^  5 does not beneficially contribute to enhance the I
!
dissipation of heat* j
It' is natural now, to investigate mathematically the 
conditions in which one might expect the addition of . 
secondary surface to increase the heat flow through an !
otherwise plain wall* i
Generally* the .heat transfer coefficient at the end 
of the stud is not very different from the one at the 
other surface of the stud and as such it is usually 
assumed that "h#- « h*
Making this substitution in equation (2*4) and 
differentiating with respect to the stud length* one
obtains tbs rate' of heat transfer 1*@*
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* KAm^b
(1 “Hfmtanliml*)m seoh^mL *• (tanli seeh^ ait
{X *'h/Km tanh mi)®
« i +^taah -n2» j^tanh at)}
(1 * tank ml)®
to examination of this derivative shows that when **
the stud instead of dissipating heat,, -receives heat
dissipates heat#
These statements .are true for all-values of 1  >  0  
Xt is obvious - from the above that the studs are
A close study of this condition shows that «*.
(a) the radius of the stud should be as small as 
practieable»
(b) the material of the stud should be such that it has 
. a high thermal conductivity,
(c) the heat transfer coefficient due to external fluid • 
should be snail*
Restriction imposed by (c) precludes the use of studs
O )  |ffl " H  © **®‘ **• ^  does not dissipate heat
is negative,' which means theoretically
^  cIl suggests that the.stud
%A
effective only' when ^  <  1 which on substituting for *m* 
reduces .to, vi? ^  1*
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f a r  a p p l i c a t i o n s  w h e r e  t h e  e x t e r n a l  f l u i d  i s  a  l i q u i d  !
t i n d e r ' torn  ©d m m m t i B U  ouch a s  boil ora# # r  a  c o n d e n s i n g  j
vapour fen?'instance c o n d e n s e r s *  t h i s  i s  because the'film j
- ■ ■■■■•■.■.. -' | 
coefficient in both tbs esses is very high .the. order of
magnitude M i n g  X  000 * »  $  000 Btu/ft£h deg f *  On'the ' j
other band# if the surrounding fluid is a gas# ■ secondary j
s u r f a c e s  w o u l d  be o f  a d v a n t a g e  © # g *  a i r  preheaters#
■ - 'i
© o o a o j s i a e r a  - e t c *  • l a  a m a h  o a s e s  t h e  m m m t i v e  b e a t  ■ j
t r a n s f e r  e o e f f i c i e n t  i s  v © r y  a a a l l  l # e »  o f  t h e  o r d e r  o f  I
10 ~ 2 0 B t u / f A  dog f*.
, ■ . ■ ■ ' ■ ■ ■ ■ . -
It must be noted her© that the aforementioned analysis 
i o c s  n o t  determine the o p t i m u m  dimensions of  a  stud to j
give the greatest amount of boat exchange* for-a given j
amount of material* 2his requirement will b© studied in 
a later chapter* ; j
It Is natural now to study the effects of assumptions
m a d e  in  d e r i v i n g  the  v a r i o u s  e q u a t i o n s  b o  far#  O f  t h e s e  j
I
assumptions only £b) vis * convective heat transfer ■ j
coefficient is the same over the. entire surface of the . I
stud e x c e p t  a t  t h e  t i p * #  is-open to- s e r i o u s  objection* !
' As mentioned before# the main portion' of the rests** j
tane© to heat, flow is concentrated in a thin layer adjacent ! 
to "the wall* fhiolmoss of this layer governs the- heat |
transfer coefficient*
At the point where the fluid first meet® the body of ;
any arbitrary shape# ©wing to the thin boundary layer the |
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heat transfer coefficient is high# As the flow.proceeds
the boundary layer continues to build in the direction |
of flow and decreases the heat transfer coefficient until !
at some point where the boundary layer becomes' turbulent ;
when there is again a sudden increase in the coefficient 
of heat transfer*
In the case of extended surfaces there Is a further 
complication arising out of the interference between the I
boundary layer formed on the secondary surface and the 
primary-surface# fhe'above statement however* assumes that
■ i
the. arrangement of the secondary surface is such that the I
' I
boundary layer formed on on© surface does not influence the ' j
1 ■ ' ; I
02ie formed on the adjacent surface# j
In view of the above and.particularly because of
separation of boundary, layer* it is highly improbable
I
that the heat transfer coefficient is the same'all over I
the secondary surface# j
On tracing history of the theoretical analysis of 
extended surfaces* on© notices that Griffiths (25.) as 
far bach as 1917* solved the general .equation of heat flow 
for a family of secondary surfaces which included as 
particular cases the rectangular and triangular sections 
and fins having curved sides of both convex and concave 
form and showed that.the shape which gave a maximum rate 
of heat dissipation for a given weight of the metal, was, 
in the form of a parabola and its temperature gradient was i 
then-'constant* A method of co-ordinating the performances
5°
of fins of differoat'shapes by means of their centres 
of area was also indicated# : ■ j
Harper and Brown (29) in 1923$ presented a paper - 
dealing with straight fins of rectangular and trapezoidal j 
crossesaction and annular fins of rectangular profile*
These authors were the first to introduce the notion of I 
corrected length (L corrected « 1 actual + i fin thickness)'' 
for a fin of rectangular cross-section to approximately 
compensate for the heat loss fro® the tip of the fin* j
They also introduced the concept of the' effectiveness 
(efficiency) of fin surface and showed that it is possible j 
to design a fin first by carrying out calculations for 
a simple ease making several simplifying assumptions and 
then correcting for the limitations of these assumptions* j 
one or two at a time and applying, 'the necessary correction ; 
to the first result* The final result could- then be 
expressed in the following forms 1
0 e» 0^ “ 4* • * #••«<*• etc * .
i
where 0 1 is, that for a simple case and A it etc* the |
corrections required* These corrections could be read ■ |
i
off the graphs given in the paper* '!
This report reveals that the only assumptions which 
have any significant effect on the effectiveness are that
i
the fin is a longitudinal one of rectangular cross-section i 
and that the base temperature is constant*
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Some years later, Schmidt (47) In 1926 investigated
straight and circular fins from the standpoint of least
material requirements for which the temperature gradient
is linear.and gave the optimum dimensions for straight
rectangular and triangular fins under given operating
conditions, although he found that the calculated shapes
were impractical to manufacture*
Murray (40) published equations obtained analytically
after making several simplifying assumtions, to find the
temperature distribution and heat transfer from an annular
fin of uniform thickness, when the heat ?iras being received
through one edge of the known temperature and was being
transmitted to the surrounding through the exposed surface*
These equations were in the form of Bessel functions* The
author used the concept of fin effectiveness relative to
the base area without the fin to predict the increase in
heat-transfer due to the fins* Ee also included graphs in
his paper to help obtain fin effectiveness without resorting
to the tables of Bessel functions* This paper was
published in 193&*
Conical and cylindrical spines were dealt with
Foeke (21) in 1942who showed that the spine thickness must
vary with the length in order to keep the material re~ 
guirements to a minimum*
Avrami and little (12) rederived the exact solutions
for temperature distribution and heat flow through a
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rectangular fin in more general and simple form* using 
dimensionless groups for all the physical quantities ■ 
..Involved and defined the ratio (height/width) as an 
•optimum at which the heat output was a maximum for a given 
value of *IC/M# which they called relative boundary 
resistivity*
The authors•showed that* except for the•factor of 
thermal conductivity of the fin material* the cooling 
effect was a function of height~width ratio (A )■ of the 
fin and of a -dimensionless -boundary resistivity (/O
value of this boundary resistivity* there was a fairly 
sharp optimum value of the height-width ratio beyond 
which further increase in height would not lead to much 
improvement in cooling effect* this optimum P decreased 
with decreasing/*.. until at a certain critical value in 
the neighbourhood of 1* it became sere* Below the critical 
■ the cooling effect decreased with Increasing p * so 
• that•theoretically* the presence of the fin served merely 
to insulate the hot body*
Another interesting paper appeared-in 1945* It was 
by Gardner (23).in which he generalized the extended- 
surface problem by deriving general equations for.the 
temperature gradient and fin efficiency* The solution of 
these equations in terms'of Bessel functions was perfectly 
general.for ’both fins and spinas* Substitution of the 
order fn f of the appropriate differential equation
) * . They also showed'..that .for any*8* husselt number
identified the equations of' the previous investigators*
fins, annitar fins and spines are also' included in the 
paper*^
In 1950* daooh (r>) gave a survey of the analytical ■ 
solutions for many types of fins and spines together with 
equations and graphs fro® which an optimum fin shape could 
be calculated* His idea of an optimum fin was a fin that 
gave a maximum heat transfer for a given weight of-the 
metal * fills results in ■ fins much shorter than those given 
by Avraml and little*.: Heat-transfer is of course less* 
but .the heat exchange per unit weight is higher and so th© 
fins are more economical*
2n recent years a number of papers appeared'dealing 
with various types-of. fins* the most interesting of which 
was in 1953 by Baker (13)* ' After defining fin efficiency 
as the ratio of the average temperature of the surface of 
the fin to the temperature at the.base of the fin* the 
author derived expressions for the efficiency of the flat 
and circular fins composed of two or more materials 
assuming that the heat transfer coefficient over the entire 
surface was constant* Although the exact solutions are 
in the form of infinite series* Baker has shorn that th© 
final expression for th© fin efficiency could be 
approximated to a standard form
Curves for the fin efficiency of several forms of-straight
ta
oL L where
where 1* P and A ar© respectively the length* perimeter 
and'eros©-sectional area of the fin and K^ * is the volumetric 
average thermal conductivity of the material*.
Prom the above brief survey of the theoretical work 
on th© transfer of heat from the secondary surfaces* one 
would notice that the solutions are known for a number of 
cases normally met with in practice*
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• CBAPfBB . 3*
Description of The Apparatus
In brief., in the present research a 2 in* di&* studded 
tube■ of brass, heated internally by an electric beater was 
used* ihe cylinder was-mounted in a wind'tunnel In which 
the air speeds could be varied from 12 ft/s to 60 ft/s* 
Oopper-oonstantan thermocouples were used to measure the 
temperatures at various points*
Separate items of the apparatus are described in 
detail below - 
Wind funnel
It .was of open circuit straight through type 
consisting of
(a) An Bffuser of conversion ratio 4il placed upstream 
of the working section and fitted with a fine mesh 
nylon screen at the inlet* Such a screen breaks the 
large scale eddies and introduces a large number of
■■ small scale eddies which die down very rapidly* Thus 
the turbulence of the incoming air is■decreased 
considerably before it reaches the model*.
(b) A working section of 16 in* square and 44 in* long, 
all the four sides of which were provided with remov­
able air-tight panels*
A honey—comb made from waxed paper and composed of 
hexagonal cells 3/S in across by 3/6 in deep was
5S
fixed at the downstream end of the working section to 
prevent a twist- of the propeller creeping into- the 
working section*
(o) 4 diffuser with a circular exit also placed at the
downstream- of the working section*-,
{&) A fan unit consisting ©f a simple single-stage axial 
flow fan with blades of fixed pitch and driven by a 
directly connected d*.e* motor of 1300 rev/min normal 
speed at 110 Volta*
the longitudinal -axe© of the fan motor.and the wind 
tunnel were coincident*
The unit was placed at the downstream end of the 
diffuser*
The control of the' tunnel'speed was' effected by vary­
ing the rotational ©peed of the fan using.Ward— leenard 
system of control* 1
The field of the motor was supplied from a 110 volt 
d»c* supply and that of -armature from the generator of a 
Ticker© Hotor-generator set*
. Air was drawn into the working, section by the fen 
through,the effuser and discharged into th© room after 
passing through the diffuser*
Th© running speeds.of the tunnel ranged'from dead 
slow to full speed, i*e* approximately.12 to 60 ft/s*
While considering’ the performance -of a wind tunnel of 
this type it is a© well to remember Bairet©wfs (1) remark 
that *it behaves-well in a relatively large room1*
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Heater (Hg# 3*1}
k tube B~3/B in'long was rolled from asbestos paper 
using water glass as -an adhesive* A 24 gauge nichrome wire 
was then wound on it at a pitch of 12'turns per inch* fhe ■ 
displacement of the heater wire’ on the tube was prevented 
by applying two coats of water glass on"the heater* ’
in order.to stop convection' currents being set up inside ! 
the tube and to minimise the time for the rig to settle 
down to a steady condition* the inside -of the tube was filled 
with-asbestos wool#
On completion,, the heater was insulated by wrapping round 
it a sheet of mica* It was then a good'push fit into the ! 
cylinder*
-  1 r
Because of the close pitching of the wire on the heater • 
tube, it was decided not to use guard heaters
lest Cylinders ’
In all, three different types of cylinders were tested* 
(i) A Plain cylinder 
£ii) Studded flinders 
(iii)A cylinder with a single stud*
All the cylinders were built up from a 2 ln« outside 
diameter brass tube 3/32 in thick and 8**5/8 in long#
(i) Plain cylinder! .
On the central circumference of the cylinder, 1/16 in 
diameter holes at 30° pitch were drilled on one half■ of the
— ,„:
■'i
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cylinder to take thermocouples# !
The cylinder was so arranged that when the final j
asaembley was mounted in the wind tunnel* these holes lay 
on on©' side of the longitudinal axis of the tunnel#
(it) Studded Olyinders? (figs* %*2 and 5*1)
Three cylinders each hairing different length of studs 
(i.e* 1 in* 11/16 in end 3/8 in) were used*
^aeh cylinder had tapped holes on its surface into 
which were screwed and soldered 3/8 in* diameter brass studd 
at a longitudinal pitch of f  in* and circumferential pitch 
of 45° with a staggered pattern*' j
- • j
Each stud of the middle three rows was provided 'with j
!
a I/IS in diameter hole for thermocouples* , The length of j
the holes depended on the position of the points at which j
■  .  ‘  i
the temperatures were required* ■ !
Two additional holes were drilled# again for thermo- 1
couples# on either side of the central row of studs# on 
the body of the cylinder*
!
(ill) Cylinder with a Single Studs
This cylinder had only one stud of brass screwed and . 
soldered to it, the diameter -and length of the stud being i 
5/8 in* and 2|- in respectively#
The stud was drilled to take thermocouples in such a 
way that the temperatures at four equidistant points along i 
its length could be measured* An extra hole was also 
drilled on the cylinder close to the stud* further details:
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appear in Chapter 8* ■
Thermocouples '
The thermocouples were made by twisting the ends of 30 
gauge copper-eonstantan thermocouple wires and then fusing 
them together by means of an electric are.Sketch of the 
apparatus appears in Fig (3*3)*
Method of attaching thermocouples to the cylinders - ■
She thermocouples were pushed through the various holes 
drilled on the studs and•cylinder until their heads were 
flush with the surface* They were then soldered in that 
position to achieve a perfect contact and to avoid the 
circulation of air round the head*
■ In the case of cylinders with studs 1 in* and 11/16 in 
long, the points of attachment were as follows -
(a) Gent re row - mid point of the stud length
(b) Row above the centre row - tip'of the stud !
(c) Row below the, centre row - base of the stud.
for a cylinder with 3/8 in* long studs* thermocouples 
were fitted at the base and the tip of the stud*
Cylinder with a single stud*, however, had four thermo-
i
couples; one at the base* one at the tip and the two at t
i
the equidistant intermediate points*
■
In all the cases* body of the cylinder also had 
thermocouples attached.to it*
. ■ . ■ i
The other items of the apparatus which do not need
i
■detailed explanation, were as follows —
<£3
j
u,
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Pitot**siatie tube by Casella
n
Oasella water manometer (reading to /l OOO in 
and mm )
Thermocouple potentiometer byH*Ti&sley type 
3184 Ho.. 84,054 
Ammeter 
' Toltmeter
Thermoeflask with lee to form cold Junction 
selector switch 
'Barometer-
Dry and Wet bulb thermometer 
-Thermometers*
general-arrangement (figs# 3*4$ 3*5 and 3*1)
• After fitting thermocouples# • the heater was pushed . 
into the required cylinder which ensured that the thermo** 
couples did not disturb the air flow in the tunnel#
Ends of the cylinder were then closed by using 2 in 
diameter-and § in thick asbestos plugs# both-the faces of 
which were provided with the thermocouples* ■ Asbestos paper 
was then wrapped round the ends using water glass as an 
adhesive# to-reduce-losses to a minimum*
The 'cylinder was then mounted between two asbestos 
boards 7§' in apart# each board being 3/l6 in* thick# 15 in 
long by 11| in wide# .The lower end board rested on 2~*§ In 
thick wooden planks while the upper one was provided with 
similar planks for symmetry* the leading edges of the
boards and'planks were carefully rounded off to give a 
■smooth entry to the air*
All the thermocouples were taken out through the 
central hole in. the lower- end plug and after' passing them 
through a 2 in inside diameter asbestos: tube# which'- • 
extended from the lower end of the cylinder to the base 
of the tunnel they were attached to the selector■switch*
A similar tube was provided from the upper end of 
the * cylinder to the top- of the tunnel* The assembley was 
then mounted in a wind tunnel* This arrangement allowed- 
the test cylinder to extend across' the middle ff in of 
the tunnel*
Preliminary Experiment.
i
Back ..-Ground ■
When the design of studded cylinders was being 
considered* the original idea was to screw the studs 
on to the cylinder as it was thought that if the studs
I
were screwed tightly* the contact resistance might have j 
negligible influence on the transference of heat from the j
i
cylinder to the stud* It was* however#'soon realised
i
that* to apply and obtain the same degree of tightness. 
to all the studs was by no means possible#
Oentikale and fishenden (17) investigated the problem :
of thermal conductance of joints formed by pressing
: ;
together two parallel metal surfaces 'of the same size 
using various metals and found that the contact conduct- j 
anoe is'dependent on the roughness of the surfaces where
!
they met and the gap between the two faces# j
In a paper on the Effect of "fin Bond on heat transfer*’ j 
Mart (39) published the results of his work which was | 
prompted by the economics of the maintainance of the heat I 
transfer equipment consisting of finned tubes* lie used 
soldered fin and tube assembley as the basis of comparing j 
the performance of the expanded fin tube assembley taking i 
the bond conductivity of the former as infinite and found j  
that bond Conductivity increased with the increased I
6 8
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expansion of tube. I
' . .1
More recently*.-F-e&eh and Behsenoif (20) presented a 1
theoretical analysis backed “by experimental work to 5
■ obtain a thermal conductance of a metallic contact for
any combination of metals*. surface states end the fluid
in the voids at the temperature and pressure under
consideration* ' She graphs presented in their paper show :
a distinct drop In temperature at the Junction of the two
■
metals and an increase in thermal conductance with the !
. . . . . . .  ■ i
increase in contact pressure*
In view of the above, it was decided to investigate i
quantitatively the effects of tightening the stud to 
various degree, of tightness*
for this purpose an apparatus as shown in fig*4*1* was 
built* the detail description of which is as follows **
(a).'Stud Assembley
; A brass plate 3 in x li in x 3/8 in thick had two 3/8 in 
diameter and 1 inch long studs attached to it* One stud 
was soldered to the brass plat© while the other was screwed i
j
on to it* Bach stud had a thermocouple fitted to it at the j 
tip* the plate was then soldered on to the top of a 
container with water* !
(b) Heating Arrangement
. ' I
In order to supply constant heat to the stud assembley, ; 
the water in the container on to which the plate .with |
studs was soldered* was kept boiling using a Bunsen burner* ; 
fhis assured the uniform supply of heat to the plate* j
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(c) Blower '
An open jet blower# the-speed of which could toe varied 
toy using a rheostat in the circuit was used to blow the 
air over studs*
Experimental Procedure*
After.the water in the container started boiling# the 
blower was switched on and an air flow was directed on to
the studs* When the steady conditions were reached#
responses of the thermocouples attached to the studs were
recorded'and the corresponding.temperatures were read off
the graph*
l'he above procedure was repeated for various degrees 
of tightness of the screwed stud*
following table gives the observations made
Soldered stud Screwed Stud
Temp °C f emp-€’o Eemarlcs
71 38 loos©
71*2 . 49 finger tight
71 30 Spanner tight
: 88 76 lo blower#. 
spanner tight :
IL’he above results'show that as the stud is screwed 
home tighter and tighter# its temperature increases*' One 
interesting effect is* when there is no blower# the 
difference between the temperature of the soldered stud 
and the unsoldered stud screwed tight using spanner reduces
71
considerably* 'This is because there is no circulation 
of air round the base..of the" stud*
The maximum temperature difference occurs when the ! 
stud is loose*
'On© of the possible reasons for this behaviour may i! 
be explained 'as followst
■ In the case of a loose'.stud the two contact faces 
just touch each other* Initially#'' the surfaces are rough . j 
and as such only the peak© of both the faces make contact I 
thus leaving a' gap between them through which air can 
easily circulate* -This introduces all'the'aerodynamical j| 
and thermal parameters which influence- the heat flow ' i 
through this layer* As the stud la tightened# crests tend; 
to deform and contact area increases with'the result that■ -I 
the gap through which air could circulate is reduced* j
i
This means more heat can pass through this gap end increase
!
the temperature of the stud*
However# when there is no blower# the air in the gapj
;j
between the faces is relatively stationary and as such the■
problem then reduces to a straight forward conduction' j
problem with#.of course# certain modifications to allow fop
i
natural convection* The overall -effect of this is- to
increase the temperature of the stud still further j but S
the stud will not .attain the-temperature of the primary j
surface as long as there is a layer of air# which is a 
very poor- conductor of heat, between the two surfaces*
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If the material of the contact faces is so soft that 
a'condition of perfect smoothness i*e* no- gap for air to 
enter* could be achieved by tightening alone* then screwed j
stud and soldered stud should have the same temperature* j
I
In the present investigation* it was not possible to j
obtain a perfect contact between the stud and cylinder by 
screwing alone* and hence all the studs were soldered.to 
the cylinder* : Shis* however* invalidates the assumption of !
the homogeneity of the material and introduces a material 
of conductivity different to that of the tube and studf but | 
the overall effect of this is considered negligible In
I
comparison with the effects of inherent assumptions involved | 
in the. theoretical work pertaining to the heat transfer 
problems*■ ■
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■Calibration and Experimental. Work I
: ' ■ . • J
j
.-$ha experimental work may be classified tinder two j|
headings ■** . |
(a) Calibration runs jj
(b) Heat transfer runs .[
the description■of which appears in that order# j
(a) Calibration Huns I
(!) Calibration of the Wind funnel I
. .. As all the heat transfer runs had to be carried out I 
with the apparatus in the tunnel, the wind tunnel was |
i
calibrated with the cylinder mounted in the working section) 
of the tunnel# !|
' ■ ji
.Before starting the final calibration tests,trial runs j 
were taken to make certain that all the gauges were giving j 
consistent readings# j
j:
In these rims, it was noticed that the initial reading. j 
of the Casella manometer varied slightly during four hours*) 
Similar variation was observed by franklin (22) when he | 
had an electric lamp very close to the Casella to |
illuminate the water cells but in his case the variation |•!|
was considerable* In the present research, due to the j 
source of heat being far removed from the gauge the j
variation in the zero reading was not significant# .During j 
the actual tests, it was adjusted at frequent intervals* . g
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It 'was known that the correct alignment of the pitot~ j
. . ' I
static tube with respect to the direction of flow was |
important.- This’condition was possible to achieve# either j
lining the tube up by eye or find the position of the tub©
where the differential reading ' was' minimum. As the first
one
method was rather unreliable* the second/was adopted# i.e. j 
for each reading the tube was slightly rotated in both the '! 
directions until a minimum reading was obtained* fhis j
. ■ . j
reading was then taken as the final one* I
Plerey*a (7) recommendation for calibrating the tunnel : 
was followed* He_suggested that the appropriate mean j
reading of the pitot-*st&tie tube in the working section j
. ■ I
should be plotted against the static pressure at some point | 
in the working -section* This method has the advantage that!i
during subsequent tests# only the static pressure'reading 
is required to obtain the mean velocity# thus avoiding the ; 
us© of pitot^static tube and the associated effects &u® to I
its obstruction when the cylinder is mounted in the tunnel*!
j
The €as©Ila gauge was connected to the static pressure 
tap which was located upstream of the working section to
t■ • i
ensure that the static pressure head would have a constant
value relative-to the ambient temperature and would be j
|
unaffected by the temperature changes of the hot surface* I
After mounting the apparatus in the tunnel# tunnel 
motor was started and was allowed to settle* When the 
static pressure' reading as shown by casella gauge was j
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constant * the Telocity head was measured at a plan© a short |!
i I
distance upstream from the cylinder*- This plan© was divided i j
into 8  squares*- i*e* in.between the. end asbestos boards of 
the cylinder (fig*5*l) and the velocity head measured at N
M
the centre of each'square with a pitot-static tub© connected-! 
to the second Casella gauge*. These readings of velocity : 
'head were ell averaged after taking their square roots* j j 
Simultaneously static pressure tap readings were also jj
recorded* After correcting all the readings to the standard:! 
condition of 60°F and 7 6  cm of Eg and relative humidity 0 # 
the callbratioircurve was- drawn (Hgs 5*2 and 5*3) j \
A couple of times during each test# dry and wet bulb i1 
thermometer readings were also noted* u
(ii) Calibration of Thermocouples: U
There are three main distinct methods of calibrating 
thermocouplesi
(1) By direct comparison with standard thermometers ’
(2) . By determining the response for certain accurately 
, known fixed points and deriving an equation for a
curve passing through these points*
(3) By using the so called deviation method in which 
responses are measured at about three fixed points 
covering the required range* the deviation from the 
responses of a standard thermocouple calculated and 
a curve of deviation against response plotted* from 
this deviation graph and the standard curve#' calibration
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graph for a particular thermocouple is drawn*
In the present work the lest method (deviation) was
i
adopted mainly because- of the difficulty in obtaining the
reliable standard thermometers to ms# in the first method
and to avoid the temptation of going to- a more than jnsil** j
■ I
liable degree of accuracy which tmm tends to. do by using . ; | 
the second method*
Boiling points of naphthalene* distilled water and ethe* 
at atmospheric pressure were taken as fixed points# fheae 1 
three compound a wore in turn holle dln a hypsoaete? int o 
which was placed a thermocouple chosen at random from the 
several ones mac!## As a rough check thermometer was also 
placed in the hypsometer to record the temperature*
thermocouple responses were measured by using fimsley .j 
potentiometer used in the experiments later*; Before ■|
recording any of the readings* oar# taken to so# that :
j  ;
the steady condition wan established# fhe following 
readings were noted*
compound . 1capons© at B*f* M m m  • pressure
013* %
Bther 0*001403 volts 74*88
water O#O044O volts 74* 63
Naphthalene 0*01051 volts 74*68
By 'using the values of the temperatures at the.boiling 
points at different pressures from lay# and %uhj (ID)t I
Pressure ** temperature curves. were plotted for all the three 
compounds (i?iss*3*4# 5*5$ 5*#) an# from these* the boiling 1 
points under experimental condition® wore read off*
82> I
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Boiling points at 74*88 cm* Hg are **
Compound B*f* at 74*88-ouuHg
Ether 34*00°G
Distilled Water 99.61°S
Naphthalene 217*80°0
from the tables given by'Kaye and Baby (10) for the 
standard responses of copper^constantan. thermocouples,, 
standard'response against temperature curve was plotted 
(figs# 5*7* 3*8)5. from this deviations were obtained# 
These are listed in the.following' table#
Compound Kemp°C Standard 
Res pons e-volts
Deviation
Toits
Ether " 34 0*001360 40*000043
Distilled
Water ■. 99.61 0*004277 40*000123
Naphthalene 217*8 0*01026 40*00025
from the above values* the temperature*deviation curve 
was drawn (Eig*5.9) and deviations at various temperatures 
were read off* These were then added to the standard 
responses and then the final calibration curve of Response 
against Temperature was plotted as shown in figs* (5*10* 
5*11)*
Electrical measuring instruments were calibrated by 
the electrical engineering department*
■ eg 1
(b) Heat Sransfer Huns •* j
' - I
Il’h© speed of the fail motor was adjusted to a required ! 
value by means of a variable speed.control in the circuit# 
During a particular test air speed was cheeked'for ’ !
fluctuations using a Gasella manometer* ’ fh® maximum .. [
variation during any test was not more than 2 to 2ff£*
■ After about half an hour voltages of all the thermo*
couples .were noted using a potentiometrio null deflection ;
method* . . ■[
Ihia procedure was repeated every i an hour until all 
the voltages gave consistent readings*. |
-The studded cylinder was then rotated first through j
22j° and then 45° repeating the above procedure in each' |
case* fh© mean of these three readings was taken as the j
final reading for a particular■stud* Although the mean j
reading was used in the calculationsf actual difference j
between these readings was negligible*' j
Ihe heater input voltmeter, ammeter and the Gasella 
manometer readings, were recorded at frequent intervals* j
At sometime during the test dry and wet bulb thermometer;: 
and barometer were read*- j
h
In the initial stages, a single complete teat took j
about five hours but after a little experience this was |
' i
I
reduced to about 2-| hours as once the apparatus was heated ]
up, the. time taken, to settle down to new conditions of |
i■i
temperature was less than i sin hour* . |
■ j
It was. possible to carry out several runs one after
9o
the other* . .
Similar, runs were carried out using, a plain cylinder 
with the exception that the cylinder was not rotated as 
was: done In the case of studded cylinders*
Method of Calculations Bnd, .loss
She end loss is calculated from the temperature drop 
across the asbestos plugs at the ends of the cylinder# It 
was reasonable to adopt this method as the design of the 
apparatus was such that the loss by direct conduction from 
the ends of the brass tube into- the asbestos plugs was 
negligible in comparison with other heat losses (see 
calculation by All (11) of a similar case with a brass 
plate and by franklin (22) where a brass cylinder with end 
plugs- is used).*. .
Ihe end plugs are approximately 2 in diameter and i in 
thick* Taking a mean value of 0*1 Btu/ft h deg*f of 
thermal conductivity*'the loss is obtained from «* ■
<j'„Es!i_i—  .........  (5.1)
■  *_£1' Q = 0,1048 © Btu/h. ,,,.(5.2)
w  s 144
Bad! at ion Loss ** ,
In determining the heat loss due.to radiation from a 
studded cylinder,'the shape factor of the cylinder was not 
determined* It was.argued that* when viewed normal to its 
axis, the studded cylinder approximately looked like a 
cylinder with a diameter equal to the diameter of the tub©
plus the length of two studs# furthermore, there was j
an exchange of radiation between the intermediate surfaces j
and hence, it was decided to treat a studded cylinder as I
a plain cylinder of diameter across the studs*. Although j
- ! 
there is no sound justification for adopting this method, j
the heat loss due to this effect is small as will be shown?
later and as such, it was thought that this approach was
reasonably satisfactory.
In general, heat loss due to radiation is given by ~
Q = »E.S. (Tx4 - *2*) .... . (5.3)
When the radiating surface is enclosed by another j
surface of different emissivity, the value of the effective
emissivity is given by ~
E c (5.4)
E2 + g « l  (1-E2)
when the surfaces are concentric cylinders*
faking the emissivities as ■**
Asbestos board 0*96 (6) « Bp
Orey (mat) surface 0*96 (22) . « Sg
Bull brass plate 0.22 (6) »
and considering a cylinder with 1 in long studs and using
the formula (5*4) which might introduce alight errors «■
area of the surface 1 (i.e. cylinder with
4 in diameter) » 99 in2
area of the surface 2(i.e* tunnel walls
and asbestos boards) « 403*6 in2
, Using this value of *£* in the equation (5*3)
Q.rad = 5 x 0,2192 x S x (Ti4 - 524) (5*5*)
Air Telocity
Air speeds were calculated after reducing the 
atmospheric conditions to 60°Ft ISO minllg,. r«h* « 0 
She density of moist air is given hy (9)
Pmst «* 1,2929 x -21|U2 0,3783e) ^ ....... (5.6)
where
fmst • m density of moist air
T « absolute temp °K
.. B « barometric pressure mm Hg
e ~ pressure of water vapour present
For the pressure of water vapour ~ . 
e = ew - 6 . 6  x 10“ 4 (©a - ©w) B .............. (5.7)
where —
©a .» dry bulb temperature 
*s 1 wet bulb temperature 
ev/ » vapour pressure corresponding to
fhese equations are based on . system of units
and' as such the density is expressed in gm/litre* It is
not necessary to convert these equations to F*P*S» system
of units as the final result appears as a ratio as will
be seen later#
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Air properties -
In th© calculations of dimensionless groups., the thermal 
aonductivitjr and kinematic viscosity of air were taken from 
Ha* (5*18) &nd(5*17) respectively* Dhese. graphs have been 
plotted from the Values given by Hshenden and Saunders (3) 
.and Eckert and Drake (2)*
Specimen Calculations ~
As an illustration, some calculations of Hun 4 for a 
cylinder with 1 in long studs (turbulent flow) are given 
below*
Power input to heater » 106*5 x 1*62 = 172*33 watts
* 590*00 Btu/h
total heat loss from ends ® 0*1048 (9+8) « 1*78 Btu/h “
Average cylinder temperature «*
average thermocouple reading at the base of the studs
.. . S 3  1461 yu. v
average thermocouple reading at the base mid point of the
studs « 1441/^V
average thermocouple'reading at the tip of the studs
** 1430
mean reading » X444^ V  » 95*6°F 
Average air temperature » 74*0°f
* %  H i m  temperature ' * as 84*B°f
Average temperature, difference « 95*6-74*0 ® 21*6°f
Badiatlon Loss *»
Diameter of the cylinder » ( 2 + I + 1) » 4 in
Effective length of the cylinder » 7f in
94
,*. Surface area of the cylinder * x 4 x 7f «• 99 in2
<= 0,68? ft2
<r “ 0,173 x 1Q“8
, * Qrad *  0il73 X 0.2192 x O.i
’ V® 3*86 Btu/h 
Heat transferred by convection
590 - 1*73 - 3.86 * 584*36 Btu/h 
Heat transfer area of the cylinder **
Effective length of the cylinder » 75 in
Effective number of studs « 80-
Area of the cylinder without studs = 7Tx 2 x 75 ** 49*5 in^ 
Area of the studs (3/8 in dia? 1 in long) « 7t x 3/B x 1 x 80
» 94*1 m 2
fotal 143*6 in2
- i.e. ; 0*997 ft2'
. %  Average. Heat ' transfer coefficient *
o M r ¥ - 21.6 -
Static head in the tunnel «.0.209.0 in
Dry bulb = 72.9°f « 22,7°0
Wet bulb = 62,Q°F.= 16»7°0
. . , . Barometer ' » 774*5 mm Hg
from tables, ew « 14*25?
e » 14.257 - 6,6 x. 10“4 (22.7-16,77 x 774.5 * 11.139
♦ *» Pm at a 1*2929 x | | | U |  [?74.5. ~ 0,3783 x 11,1391
® 1*209 gm/litre 
standard density «= 1.2235 gm/litre
95
II « 3 m
m
30 x 5600 x
Hence* heads su^t be i&ultipiled by **
te 0*983
* %  Corrected static head «■ 0*2090 x 0*9 3 » 0*2^€S in
from the calibration curve fig# (5*3) **
Velocity ®® 30 ft/s ■.
from fig (ma)
1C for air « 0*015 Sttt/ ft'-'6 h, itg I
and t r m  fig (5*17)
^ for air « 0*62
Staensioslees numbers art now calculated*
„ hd 27#1 x111* '& *“"ST **
K.
JFe"' *» Yd #*
v
' In order to study the effect of the variation in 
temperature difference (l*e# the difference between the I 
average temperature .of the cylinder and the average 
temperature of the air) upon heat transfer coefficient* heg 
transfer runa were carried out at two constant velocities 
46*5 ft/® and 32*4 ft/s using a cylinder with 3/3 in long 
studs#
for 46*5 ft/s velocity* the laboratory was reasonably 
free frosi external disturbances and more or less represent© 
the condition® under which the majority of this research
was carried out % but for 32*4 ft/s velocity the external . 
conditions in the laboratory were turbulent! plumbing and
*iT\
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1o1
electrical work was going on and as the laboratory door 
was deliberately left open, there was frequent coming in 
and going out of the personnel* This series of tests was 
carried out to see whether turbulence had any marked effect !
on the dependence of heat transfer coefficient upon the
variation in the excess temperature of the cylinder. The j
' ' ! 
question of turbulence is fully discussed in a later
chapter*.
fig. (5.12) demonstrates how the heat transfer j
coefficient depends upon the temperature difference* The
variation is quite small in both the cases and as such heat |
' ■ | 
transfer coefficient could be regarded as independent of I
the temperature difference.
figs. (5.13t 5.14 and 5*15) show the variation of heat
transfer coefficient with velocity for studded cylinders
having stud lengths 5/8 in, 1 in and 11/16 in respectively*
In all the three figures, for comparison, results obtained
on the plain cylinder are also plotted*
In fig. 5.16 heat transfer coefficients for all the
three studded cylinders are plotted on one graph and a
mean line is drawn through these points* An inspection of
this curve shows that in general, the experimental points
are not widely scattered from the mean line. This suggests j
that within the range of this investigation, the heat
transfer coefficient does not depend on the length of the
stud. This point is further discussed in Chapter 10*
The main reason for plotting three separate curves as
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shown in figs* 5*13* 5*14 and 5*15 was to draw a mean line
through the points obtained on one length of the stud to
minimise the error and then compare it with a plain
cylinder* . The equations for these curves are «•
h  = 1.403 V 0 *693 - for 3/8 la long studs (5.8)
h «= 1.549 Y0*672 - for 11/16 in long studs (5.9)
h » 1.845 V0*635 - for 1 in long studs (5.10)
h = 1.573 Y0*609 - for a plain cylinder (5.11)
from these equations, it would appear that there is a
slight increase in the Index of *¥* as the length of the
stud 'decreases*
This small difference is not apparent from fig*5*16
for which the equation'is ** *
h =  1,582 Y0,67   (5.12)
¥hen compared with this equation, the difference in
the indices of in equations (5*8) to (5*10) is not
very large and as such .the above statement regarding the
independence of heat transfer-coefficient on stud length
still holds*
1o5
; CHAPTER 6>
Efficiency'& Heat fransfer Coefficient*
It was shown in Chapter 2, that the quantity of heat 
passing through a stud could be calculated by using the 
equation (2*4)
tanh k L +  he/Km . . 
q *» —.»■ -™-»- Kkm
1 -t ^  tanh ml
Whenever a secondary surface is employed to assist in 
transferring heat, all of the temperature difference avail­
able for heat exchange could not be usefully utilised as 
some part of it is used up by the conduction of heat within 
the material'of the added surface*
Hence, to compare the amount of heat that is being trans­
ferred from the actual fin to the maximum heat that could 
be transferred by an ideal fin, the term *fin Efficiency*
'is used*
In the case of studs, the ideal stud is the one along 
which there is no temperature gradient. Ihis could occur 
only, if the thermal conductivity of the stud material 
were infinite* ./
■ Hence,
the heat transferred from an actual stud
Btud efficiency ----
the heat transferred from a similar stud
of infinite thermal conductivity 
Without entering into the mathematics of it, on© could 
©ay that?
1 o6
(a) the higher the thermal conductivity, the higher the
fin efficiency as heat is more readily conducted
through the fin
(b) the greater the fin height, the lower the fin
' efficiency as the heat conducted through the fin has a
i
greater length to travelj on the other hand, the 
external surface area is increased*
I
(c) the greater the fin thickness, the higher the fin !
efficiency as the area for heat flow is greater# On j
the other hand, the weight and cost of the fin material
|
is increased* This point is further discussed later ] 
in this chapter*
(d) The greater the fin side heat transfer coefficient the 
lower the fin efficiency*
This point is fully discussed In chapter 2.
Reverting to the fin effieney expression - Heat 
dissipated from a stud of infinite thermal conductivity 
« h x total surface area x eb
Total surface area » (0 x L) + A
assuming h * h©
tanh ml * h/Km 
1 + ~  tanh mh
tanh ml #
(6*1)
h ♦ ' OH * hA
K Am KAm
hC
KA
Ii . hmimnwm *£•
m Km
on substituting for &I and on simplifying
1 + tanh mL
KM
tanh ml * 1
h1 + tanh mL
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tanly mL * h/Km ^   ^ (6 2)
^ * Km ^a3ih ml*
In practice, for tHe materials used for studs the j
h ' ivalue of |jj are small and as such all the terms containing
h•grj are neglected! ' hence* the following equation is used ! 
for efficiency*
0  m *2^  ...----------------------------- (6.3) j
Jig* (6*1) shows the variation of efficiency with the 
heat transfer coefficient for 3/8 in' diameter studs 1 in, 
11/16 in and‘3/3 in long using equation (6*2) above*
As the length of the stud increases* the rate of drop 
in'efficiency" also increases* Of course, a design based 
purely on maximum efficiency is not necessarily the best 
design as will' be shown in the later discussion*
Instead of using either of the equations (6*2) or 
(6*3) for fin efficiency* the following equation is used 
in a number of cases*
0 • ,****», (6*4) on the assumption that
•h1 for cylinder and the fin is the same* normally, 
errors introduced by this assumption are considered to 
be negligible*
In a number of industrial heat transfer plants* studs 
or strips are soldered to the parent body* If the parent 
body is a tube and the secondary surface in the form of a 
strip, secondary surface does not always make a contact
. ; f :
1o9 h;
with the cylinder over its entire base* thus leaving. ji
. • ■ • , .:■ ij |
an air gap between the strip and the cylinder especially l| I
■ ’ l! I
round the corners* Hence* the. isotherms while passing , 111
.from the cylinder to the strip converge towards the solid 
boundary and then gradually become parallel to the axis 
of the strip* i
' fhe overall effect of this is that the actual heat j' 
transfer coefficient is different from the one* which one ;■ 
would expect to obtain from a perfect bond without the
• ■ - . ■ . ■ ■ ■ ■ i i
introduction of a material of different thermal j j
■ ' ■ ' . ■ - * 
conductivity* 1 j
.3?he relationship between these .two coefficients of 
heat transfer may be obtained by comparing the heat 
balance'm follows?
Q ^ ^cylinder * Qstuds .**-*.***•»*■**♦♦* (6*5)
. ^cyl 83 ^eyl x &eyl x ®cyl . j'
Qstuds *= Sgtufis x'0 hstuds x ©fo j
If the studs are integral* ®eyi ■ ,1
Also*
Q 48 $tot&X x ^-expected x ^avgt. 1
■ One must now assume that the heat transfer
coefficient for the. cylinder and the studs is the same*, fo | 
do otherwise* would require' considerable instrumentation ;j
. than is normally practicable and justifiable in this- ■ ti
! J
type of work* j ]
Using this assumption and making the above jj
substitution (h0yi « &stud 85 &)
110
3to tn l  x  h#*p x *  h X g'Q * T 0 h x %
.** haxp «* K 5i + iffffff ^  *•*• (6*6)
for a, given geoostry , end t£$P£3- era constants*» o ** Miotol f
whereaa will depend on the fluid propariits aai
the velocity*
In major installation® where diseontinous aecondary
surface Is "used (e»&* stasia raising units in the nuclear
plant of the Calder Hall typejasihe height of .the atrip
..is usually United to 1| inf the base temperature of the •
stilt is not very different from the average- temperature of
the stud* Hence* in the. eases- whore this assumption., could
$
he applied without serious error* may be taJcea as 1*
.  avgt _
It must fee pointed out*, however* that the above 
assumption is- not a necessary factor la determining the
value of *h% It simply reduces the volume of work*'
On substituting $&«»» «* I is the actuation (6*6)
^avgt ■
hejjp ®* ^ x h ^ ^ * ♦ ♦ *»#• # * * .* #** *•* ($#? )
flic value of * 0 '* could fee calculated from either (d*2)
or (6*3) depending on the circumstances* ^or any given
value of thl* hexp may fee obtained i m m  the above
equations (6*?)
How* if h is plotted against h&xpt the actual value 
of hast m  obtained from the experiment should lie on this
Ijl
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curvei . but the heat balance equation (6*5) does not
Include terms to account for the losses due to various
sources mentioned above and as such hgXp will not be the
same as hact* relationship between them could be
easily obtained'from their graphical representation* .
In the author*a investigation* following stud lengths
were used* 1 in* 11/16 in'and 3/3 in'for which equation
(6*7) reduces to*
hexp * Q*283h + 0.714 (h0) for 1 in* stud ********* (6*8)
hexp *..G*355h * 0.643 (h0) for 11/16 in* stud ***** (6*9)
hexp * 0.478h * 0*522 (h.0) for 3/8 in* stud ******* (6*10)
fhese equations are plotted in figs* (6*2, 6*3 6*4)* j
Curves of hactual and hexpected given in fig* 6*5*
As would be expected points for all: the three lengths of |
the stud lie on the same line* An equation of this line [
f
is of the form - . - ■ j
■' haet ** const* x hexp#
The value of the constant will depend on the type of
the bond between the stud and; the cylinder* If *ihe bond
is perfect the stud will- tend.to be an integral part of
the cylinder and the value of the constant will approach
unity* It will attain this value only in the ease of i'
tubes having Integral studs* ,
from fig* (6*5), the value of the constant is 0*94
and hence* j
h a c t  * *  0 * 9 4  x  l i g ^ p  > ■ ♦ * » * * * * » * * « * ♦ * * * » » ■ •  ( 6 * 1 1 )  j
. In the equations deiired so far in'this chapter,
different coefficients of heat transfer have been used*
One must now. appreciate a fact that, these heat transfer 
coefficients are the overall- coefficients i*e* some 
average of the’coefficients existing at Various points : 
on the studded cylinder*. ; j
fhe. Meat transfer coefficient varies round the U
cylinder as on© proceeds from the.forward stagnation point*! 
to rear stagnation point* In the discussion on experiments | 
on a cylinder with a single stud, this point will he N 
further investigated* l;
In plotting fig*(6*5i it has been'assumed that the |j 
value-of"the'♦cons-taut* in the equation [
. hact » const x hBXp j'
. . . . . . . .  . . . . .  . |
is not far'different'from unity as the stud was soldered j
!
all round Its periphery*
It is possible to eliminate this assumption if further
tests on a variety'of bond® are'conducted* As the purpose!
■ - ! 
of this research was not the investigation of the merits
of different bonds no further tests in that direction
were carried out*’
So far the ©vluation of'quantities of heat transfer
depended in one form or the other upon the length of the
stud without-any regard to the weight of the stud and its M
■subsequent cost* !;
A designer of a heat transfer equipment incorporating !
secondary surfaces has to assert himself that the gain in !
total heat transfer is not outweighed by the weight of the
equipment and its capital cost*
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It is, therefore, natural to investigate the problem 
of maximum dissipation of heat from a given Volume of the ! I 
Stud* | ;
Considering the equation (2*6)'which is most commonly I
.  '  ■  i  !
used in practice - j |
! i
q a ICArn^ h tanh ml* II
’ '  ^\ 
on substituting for m and A ;•* j !
q » K* a J  \ §  * '% |f %P~ ****** ****** (6*12) |
■ M
V ■ M
low, Ii ** an^ substituting this value, M
j 1 ■■" 1 ■ m
*' e K’7rr2* / l l  * tanh/ |  f  * P ? 4  |
w J 2Kh 7v^r^* tanh J  + # ,, * * * * *, f * * * * (6*13)
letting| J *-— 5 ■ » U
TTo , 2h I2
7V2K  ■ r 5  ’ -.:r
*#* r3 “ [ j t  '• • w’2]  3/b j
= f a  V2 " 1 3 A  : i r 2 x 3 / 5
|7V&  J
on substituting this in eqn (6*13) ~
tanh V
When K and h are constant, for a given volume of the 
stud, the maximum rate of heat transfer is given by
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i.e. U - V 5  a 3/5' r 8^5 BiEli O cosh tf
♦ ■* XX ** /G * 5 sxnh 2IX • * * * •«•»* .«.«•••• * * #•• *»•**« (6 * 15 )
■ Using graphical method to solve this equation (fig* ■
6*6)
U * 0.9196
Substitution of this 'vixte of *11* in equation (6.13) 
gives the maximum quantity of heat dissipated from a stud 
of the . given volume*
q ** yJ?XX\T?v^  tarda 0*9196
# (q ) ^  ( 1 ( q }2/3
l#f £$h) (TET#> (Ta3To79l96)
i*e* r « 0*456^~^ 2/^  ^ * (6*16)
in the equation i u2 « ^  ^
substituting for IX and r,
T . s ^ i i  . . . * v i  ^  j § *
i;e* (o \5/3 f i a/3
V «■ 0*294 £*g*J} K^hT"*) .***♦**#**'*.*»** (6* 17)
From ¥ and on substituting for V and r
5/3 r 4 / 3 M  a/3. E i i
12o
(n ( r V/3
1 » 0*45 flgj .(6*18)
The abOYe equations show that all the dimensions.of - 
the stud are a function of heat transfer coefficient of the 
stud and when thermal input is kept constant* These 
two quantities depend on the Telocity and the properties 
of the fluids this means, that the expressions derived 
above will be most economical for one Telocity of the 
fluid only* for all other velocities, the performance 
of the studs will not reach the same degree of efficiency* 
furthermore, it is also possible to select a suitable 
material for the studs from the dimensions giYen as they 
are also dependent on the thermal conductiYity of the 
material*
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CHAPTER 7.
■ Turbulence.
Plain cylinder ~
It has been known for some time that the results of 
the heat transfer experiments reported by different 
investigators showed divergences which exceeded the normal 
experimental errors. Jacob (5), IcAdam (6) and others 
attributed this variation to the ’Turbulence*.
Virtually all workers including the author in this field 
omit furnishing complete description of the structure 
of the free stream in which experiments have been carried 
out and since this structure is certain to vary in wide 
limits from investigation to investigation, it is not 
surprising to discover the existence of serious diver­
gences between sets of data obtained with equal care.
In fig. (7*1), the data of some workers are plotted; 
from this, it is quite obvious, that the structure of the 
free stream of the air was different in each case; 
possibly the most turbulent being that of Griffith and 
Awbery (26) and the least turbulent that of Hilpert (31)* 
leiher (44) carried out heat transfer experiments using 
a single tube in cross-flow and also by placing a tube 
directly behind a tube bundle♦ In the latter case he 
obtained an increase in heat transfer rate as much as 
50 to 100$.
Griffiths and Awbery (26) conducted experiments on 
single tubes and tubes arranged in banks. To study the
123
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increase 1b heat transfer ratm  due to a turbulent air
• • Ml
stream* they ’used, a tube in parallel flaw and generated
the turbulence- by naans of a frame work of horizontal I1'
||!
lathe* fbey noticed an increase in the rate of heat 
transfer in the upstream portion of the tube of a magnitude * 
exceeding IQQfl* '1
i .s. ■
It eeosis that the- first systematic Investigation of the
.
turbulence problem was carried out by Comings* Olapp .and j:,
faylor (IS) who measured the Influence of turbulence 'I
intensity on the rate of heat transfer from a cylinder in |jf I
I1’
cross-flow for Beynolda numbers from 400 to 20*000# fheir j,
■......  ' ' ' i
experiments were performed In two turbulent ranges* She 
lower range was from 1 to 3$ and ih#higher from 1 to 18^* |
They found that — j j
(a) the' increase in turbulence level caused a maximum j!
increase of 25$ in the Imsselt number* !:
(b) at low Heynolis number® (up to about 2000) changes in !
l! :
the turbulence level over a wide range* did not ' 
appreciably affect the heat transfer rate
(c) at higher Reynolds numbers the effect of a change in 
turbulence level became increasingly significant 
especially at low turbulence levels*
fheir results are shown In figs (7*2) 'and (7*3)* 
fig (7*2) represents the effect' of turbulence- intensity
A:
at Be «* 5 BOO from which it would appear that the turbulence 
intensity exerts’ a systematic influence on the Ilusselt ;
numberf the rate of increase in the Husselt number being j
12-6
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higher at lower turbulence levels* Furthermore,the 
Russelt number seems to tend to a definite value as the 
intensity is increased* Fig* (7*3) shows an effect of 
Reynolds numbers at different turbulence intensities* 
Franklin (22) conducted qualitative experiments to 
study the effect of turbulence on heat transfer from a 
cylinder in cross-flow and observed the maximum increase 
in the lusselt number of' about 25$> *
Recently lestin and Maeder (55) investigated the same 
problem and foimd that a change in the intensity of 
turbulence in the incident stream affected the rates of 
heat transfer, fheir results are shown in Fig* (7*4)*
, In view of the above brief survey, it is hardly sur­
prising that the results obtained by the writer follow 
only the general pattern of the equation*
Hu = B fen
While comparing an equation of the above form, one 
must remember that to obtain the index *nf and the 
coefficient 1Bf, such an equation is plotted on bilog­
arithmic co-ordinates, the slope of the straight line is 
obtained and then constant fBf is calculated* Small 
differences which occur in drawing the mean straight line 
through the experimental points, cause considerable 
changes in the constant *B*;
Using the data of various’workers McAdam (6) has 
suggested the following equation for Reynolds numbers 
between 1 000 and 50 000
tzs "n r
Nu- Re c u r v e  for p l a i n  c y l i n d e r
300
ZOO
3z
co
GO
A0*6 2-01-0 4 -0  5-0 6*0 7*03 0
R e
FIG.  7.5
Franklin*s experiments were carried out on the same 
wind tunnel as used by the author except that the length 
of the uniform section in Franklins case was 44 in r j
whereas it was *12 in* in the writer’s case# However, the 
laboratory used by franklin was comparatively large and j
reasonably; free from other equipment* His results are j
represented by the equation * j
1 . . . . \
Mu =3 0*174 He' ** *».*•*#*#***«** (3*f) |
whereas the writer's results follow the equation ;
Hu » 0.264 Be0*615 ............. (8.3)
plotted in fig# (7*5)
It is interesting to note, that in the above three 
equations the index of *Bef is about 0*6* the slight
variations which appear, may.be due to the reasons stated
-• ■ ■ \
before* ]
Studded Cylinder j
■ i
fhe case of studded cylinders is more complicated as I
■ ! • I
the flow is affected by the mechanical disturbance at the j
cylindrical surface? the nature of this flow is extremely;!
difficult to determine* As an indication of this effect j
■ ji
Berber’s (44) investigations given by Jacob (5) are \
'!
tabulated on the next page.
Surfac e di s tmrbance
• He
Prom To n B
Hone 400 0 000 0*56 0.35
longitudinal fin 0.1 d 
thick, on front of tube 1 000 4 000 0*603 0.248
12 In longitudinal 
grooves 0*07 divide 3 300 7 ooo 0*747 0.082
same with burrs 3 000 6 000 0*86 0.0358
As far as the author is aware, there is no data j  J
available on the effect of turbulence on the rate of heat »
transfer from a studded cylinder when in cross-flow# j :
The present research was started with the tests on a i f
cylinder with 1 in* long studs# To- check the reliability 1 [
of the readings taken, experiments were repeated for the • |;
same Eeynolds number on three separate days# The external !
conditions in the laboratory were not the same on each ! j
■  ■  .  '  j  j -
day* It was noticed that although the steady conditions j  |
were achieved on all the occasions before the instruments | j
i
were read, potentiometer readings showed considerable j 
divergence* Potentiometer calibration was then cheeked i  
but no fault in the instrument was found* ;
A combustion experiment was being carried out in the | I
M'
same laboratory, the apparatus of which produced frequent ;j
■ ! ■'
explosions and caused changes in the ambient conditions*
It was decided to keep this experiment going while the 
wind tunnel was running#
After the completion of this series of tests, tests
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were con&uetea on a-cylinder with 3/8 in* long studs; but 
by this time the combustion experiment was complete and the 
laboratory was comparatively free from external disturbances' 
The results of this series of tests when plotted lay below 
that of 1 in* studs as.was' then expected* However, the 
runs on a cylinder with 11/16 in long studs did not confirm 
the above expectation’as the results of-these runs also j 
followed the graph of 3/s in long studs*
.Again a cheek was made on all the instruments but no 
inaccuracies were discovered! so, few more runs were 
carried out but the same trend in the results was observed# 
As the environments for the first series, i*e* for 1 in 
long studs were different to that for the second and third j 
ones, the tests on 1 in long studs were repeated and th© !
results were, plotted as the experiment proceeded* The ;
■ !
plot showed that the results for all the three cylinders j 
followed- the same line * j
Fig* (7*6) shows the results of the tests on cylinders 
with 1 in..long studs carried out under widely differing 
external conditions mentioned before*.
These lines may ...be represented by the following two
■p
equations}
(a) Nu « 0*975 for turbulent flow
(b) Bu « 0*234 for normal flow*
Th© cyder of increase in the STuseelt number is about -
?0$* ' ■ ■ ‘ -
From this, it is,quite 'apparent that the increased rate 
of heat transfer is not solely due to a change in the
133 ]
I
turbulence intensity of the incident air stream hut the
sound fields and the pulsating flow also m a t  have a
.
considerable influence upon it*
. A® reported by-Kostin and Maeder C35)§ KubanaldL. I (36*3$
' ' • ! 
measured tim changes in' the Httssali number for a horizontal
cylinder placed in a field of sound# lie found that the j
Husaelt number .increased by 80f t  in natural "convection
when the ratio of the acoustic pressure to the' wave !
j
length of the sound wave increased by a factor of *>0f |
■ ' : i
where-as for forced convection the increase was'95$ I
when the ratio of aoooustle pressure to th® dynamic head ]
of the stream 1norased by a factor of 16* {
Harrison at al' (30) investigated the effect of sound j
. |
field on the-heat transfer rate from vortical pipe# Hie j
i
measurements showed.that1 in a sound field of intensity 
140 decibels* the increase in the overall rate of heat 
transfer was of the order of 40/®*
The work of these investigators and the -'results.-.- 
obtained by the author show "that when the assessment of 
th® influence of turbulence levels m  the transfer of 
heat is amde* the effect of sound waves and pulsations 
must also be taken into account# To understand this 
problem fully further investigations are necessary*
134
' ' CHAPTER 8*
Experiments.on a cylinder, .with a Single Stud
The mala object of carrying out teste on a cylinder 
with a single stud was to study the 'variation in the aver­
age heat transfer coefficient of the stud as-' its angular 
distance from the forward stagnation point changed*
for this purpose a 2i in long and 3/8 in dla* brass 
stud soldered to a 2 in outside dia* 7§ in long brass tube
in the■mid-plane was used* The tube was heated by means
of an electric heater fitted inside the tube* The tube 
was assembled between the two asbestos boards- so-' that the 
finished general assembley was identical to- the one used . 
in the previous work* Temperatire measurements were made 
at four points on the stud using thermocouples (!) the 
base (2) § in from the base (3) li in-from the base (4) 
the tip of the stud*
• The tests were carried out for four velocities* Each
test was started by placing the rig in the wind tunnel in ;
such' a way that the longitudinal axis of the stud- was 
parallel, to the incident stream of the air and made an 
angle of 0° to it* After the establishment of steady 
conditions# required readings were taken* The cylinder 
was then rotated through an angle of 22-1° and the procedure 
repeated# This was followed by further rotations of the 
cylinder until the angle between the incident air and the
.stud-was 180°#
135
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Hg* (8*1) shows the temperature profiles obtained for 
various positions of the stud*
fhe heat transfer coefficients were calculated by 
deriving an expression for it from the following basic 
equation for the excess temperature at .'any point on the 
stud obtained in'Oh&pter 2*.
© « D cosh mx * B sinh mx * •« * * * *«.* * * * * *« * # (8*1) 
Derivation of an expression for heat transfer
coefficient
o^ i/_
2. t
Beferring to the above figure and using the following 
conditions in the equation 8*1
(a) when x = 0f 0 = Qq
(b) when x » lf $ ■«
(c) when x «* 21* 0 « §21 I
i
one obtains the following relationship
0 4- Q pi » D 4 D cosh :2ml 4 B sinh 2ml 
 ©1~'  D cosh ml 4 B sinh ml
- D * D o o s A l  4 H slnh^ml + 23 sinh ml cosh ad
a- ail ' '
D cosh^ml 4- D eosh^ml. 4 2B sinh ml cosh ml
.. ITcTosh ml 4 B sinh ml
2 cosh ml (D cosh ml 4* B sinh ml) 
rr""l)coshEir "7 ’B sinErTai
2 cosh ml
cosh alf and on substituting for
c2Qi
s»
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*#m #, the above equation gives
0 * 0  21
£01
cosh (8.2)
Hence*--if- one temperature is measured at twice the 
distance as the other, it is- -possible to calculate the 
value of *hf from the equation 8*2
■ In the present case,, 1 was f in and 21, If in* ' fhe 
values of Qo, 0 a  and Q\ were taken from temperature 
profiles drawn for each leymol&s number, a typical example 
of which is given in fig* (8.1)*
Fig(8*£) shows how the heat transfer coefficient varies 
with the angular' position ©f the stud* It appears that the 
heat transfer coefficient first decreases, reaches a 
minimum value and then increases to a maximum at 180°*
Ihe rates of decrease and increase are however, not the 
same* .
fhie beahavionr may he explained up to a point as 
follows -
When the angle between the incident air stream and the 
stud is zero* the edges of the stud face being sharp, the 
flow breaks up as it passes over the stud-and as such 
the thickness of the boundary layer is very small (it is
quite likely that the flow might have separated). As
this angle increases, the component of the air stream 
normal to the stud tends to increase the boundary layer
thickness and as a consequence, decrease the heat transfer
coefficient*
fh# heat transfer coefficient of the stud up to " 
about 80® (from the forward stagnation point) may fee 
expressed in the following fora'— '
h «* 0*3® :0oa # * eomt&nt *******#(6*3)
the value of tfm constant being dependent on the
velocity# , ’  ...
the following table shows the variation of the 
♦constant1 with the velocity*
Velocity ft/s constant
48 300 48*3 ■- 0*772
31 930 32*2 0*312
' 29 8O0 . 29 *8 ■ 0*390
18 370 ■ 18*5 0*090
Beyond 80° and tip to about 108° there is a transition |j 
after which the coefficient of heat transfer increases* i: 
fho heat transfer for this part (1O80 to ISO0) may be 
correlated, thus
h ® 0*19 «, constant •#•*##*«« (8*4)
Here again# the value of the constant depends on the 
velocity as shown in the following table **
Be . Velocity ft/s constant
48 300 48*8 0*6?.
- 31*930 32*2 0*57
29-8O0 ■ 29*8 0*70
18 370 18*3 0.45
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In tht& region the heat transfer coefficient is
influenced mainly by ' the intensity with which the vortices
formed, wash the surface# fhe vortices may not be
. ! 
symmetrical with respect to the axis of the wake# As
the fluid is flowing over two cylindrical bodies with their.
axes'at'right'angles to - each other, it is difficult to . j
predict the exact nature of the flow in the wake■but the ’ :
' . . . . . . !
fact that, it has been.possible to formulate a correlation,j
suggests that' there is .a regular flow pattern at least j
' . :
within the range of the present experiments# If is quite
possible that at higher Beynolds numbers there may not be 
*
any regular flow pattern and the flow:may be extremely 
turbulent#
Big (8*3) shows the variation of .constants with 
Beynolds numbers# In drawing the temperature profile 
curves similar to the ones shown in fig (8*1), a mean 
line through the experimental points was drawn, and the 
various■temperature differences required to calculate 
the heat transfer coefficients were read off#
fhis assumes that the temperature profiles follow 
the equation 8*1# fhis equation does not take into account 
the variation in the thickness of the boundary layer along 
the length of the stud, which is quite likely to exist 
due to the angular position of the stud* Hence, the 
values of the heat transfer coefficient obtained by using 1 
equation 8*2 are only approximate#
fig# (8*4) shows the variation in the excess tempera-
142.
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ture of tie stud as one proceeds from the forward stagnation |j| ill 
point to the rear of the cylinder for two cases# ijhf
■ ' '  : ' ■ ■ '  a l l :
In one ease, the cylinder was provided with one stud 
only, whereas, in the other, the cylinders had several studq ||
which created a turbulent flow pattern# . . . j |j
il
■ In the ease -of multistudded cylinders, the temperature j  jij 
'change along the length of the stud was so small, that it j i] 
was not - possible to calculate the values of heat transfer j 
coefficients using the equation (8*2) to any reasonable 
accuracy and hence, the excess average temperatures are j | 
plotted'against the angular positions of a stud# | |j|
From Fig* (8*4) it could be said qualitatively, that j j  j l l
the turbulence created by the' neighbouring studs tends il ft
■ ■ • ■ • ■ il si;
to keep .-the temperature of'the'studs nearly constant j ji|
irrespective of their angular positions from the forward I (■
stagnation point; consequently,' the heat transfer coeffic-* |1
; I l;:
ient also tends to remain constant* : j | i
In practice, local values of heat transfer coefficient l| {
are not of great significance* It is the overall ;j li'l
il |
coefficient that Is of importance* j |
If it is assumed that the overall heat transfer 11 f
! | i.
coefficient obtained by using heat balance equations, is j |
approximately the same as the average of the local j §
coefficients, one can get some idea of the magnitude of ij i
[i *the error involved* :j
Considering the curve for lie « 31 95O (Fig* 8*2), the ij
mean value of the heat transfer coefficient (calculated
144
on the basis of the equal areas on both sides, of the 
mean) is less by about 32$ than the maximum and more by 
about 45$ than the minimum.
In a completely studded cylinder, this error-reduces 
considerably as the effect of the turbulence created by 
the local disturbances is high, which as stated before 
tends to keep the heat transfer coefficient of an 
individual stud approximately constant*
•  -   .
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evilndeys with ..side walls* '
Extended surfaces are mainly used to produce a 
compact design of heat exchanger*
Sueli a 'design although reducing the ©ise of the trnit*.
usually increases the drop in pressure of the fluid 
flowing o w  such surfaces a a they Introduce small 
passages in the' path of the fluid flow and increase its 
velocity*
Pressure drop may often become as important a factor 
as the heat•transfer coefficient*
With this in - mini! the following series' of test© wore 
carried ant#
for this purpose a cylinder with 11/16 in long studs 
used in the previous experiments was used*' the general 
arrangement:.; of the apparatus was identical to the one 
shown in fig* (5*1) with the exception that two asbestos 
hoards one on each side of the cylinder were provided* 
the distance hetween which could ho varied as required* 
The leading edges of these hoards were carefully rounded 
off to allow smooth entry of the air* Hie arrangement 
is shown in Jig* (9*1) *■
Such an arrangement gave likeness to a tube in the 
tub© banks with in-line pattern* However* it has very 
serious limitations* She results obtained from such an 
assembley say be comparable to the ones from the first
147
r w  o f  the tubs banks* In practice* this information is 
not enough to design tubes in a tab© bank# Usually either j 
r «  to row perforisana# or the overall behaviour is required 
two series of tests were conducted! one to study the 
heat transfer p^rformmnoe end the other to assess the 
pressure last across the tube*.
In order to compare the results of the studded 
cylinder similar experiment© wore carried ©ut on a plain I
cylinder without altering the general arrangement of the | 
apparatus* I
i
i
It was not possible to use the previous wind tunnel ! 
calibration curve as the addition of two side borada
;
rendered the static-hole readings meaningless* Hencet 
for each r m § readings of the velocity head were taken I 
along the vertical axis of the leading plane 11 in from ; 
the centre at the following.three/ locations - j
(i) centre (11) three Inches above the centre (ill) three 
inches below the centre*
Barometer and wet and..dry bulb readings were also 
taken* After correctiiig readings for humidity etc* as 
shown. in the Chapter 5* velocity was calculated*
Heat trr «^ fcr runs I
After adjusting the distance between the two boards ' j 
to a suitable value* the apparatus was mounted in the ’ I 
wind tunnel * necessary electrical connections were made • 
and the tunnel motor started* • After the steady conditions 
were established* all the th e rm o c o u p le  readings were
143
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taken as in the previous experiments* This was done for 
various velocities*
The distance between the hoards was then altered to 
another suitable Value and the procedure was repeated* 
Routine calculations were carried out to obtain 
fesselt and Reynolds numbers taking into account the 
radiation and end losses*
■Rig* (9*2) shows the results obtained using a studded 
cylinder whereas the results of the plain cylinder are 
shown in Rig* (9*3) for the following distances.between 
the boards (a) 4f in (b) 5i in (c) 7 in (d) 9i In*
From Rig* (9*2)» it.appears that the heat transfer 
line for 4-4 inch distance between the boards lies above 
that for all other distances followed by the heat transfer 
lines for 54 in, 7 in and 9i in distances, the lowermost 
being for the case when there were no boards*
This is what one would expect for the following 
reason *•
When a model is placed in a wind tunnel, the frontal 
free area is reduced* This reduction increases the local 
velocities so that the mass flow remains constant. The 
increased velocity forms the turbulent boundary layer (if 
it is sufficiently high) on the model.
As the distance between the boards decreases the 
local velocity increases. This coupled with the disturbane 
created by the presence of studs, causes considerable 
turbulence in the stream which results in giving high heat
transfer coefficients.
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The general slope of the 4i in gap heat transfer line 
is 0*623 whereas that of line without hoards is 0*662*
Considering the remarks about calculating the index 
of-the general equation of the for®
. Bu » B Be**
in Chapter 7 and noting the fact that experiments were 
carried out on separate days under not quite identical
conditions! the slope of the 4i in line is perhaps greater jj
than 0*623* I;
! I
These curves show that as the distance he tween the j |
boards decreases the coefficient of heat transfer increases
■
which as stated' before is due to the. increased turbulence* 
fig. (9.3) is the graphical representation of the
variation of In with Be for four different distances
- - - .
■  ^i'
between the boards for a plain cylinder* Except for the
. ! |
slopes of the lines., the general' behaviour of the cylinder
, , ■ . . .
is similar to the one with studs* Of course, in this case,
1
from the very nature of the cylinder one would expect that 
the ■turbulence intensity would be less than that for the 
studded cylinders*. Here again, it is difficult to compare' j j 
these results with those of other investigators who used |r
tube bundles in their Investigation as the heat transfer | !]'
from a tube bundle depends on.the pitching of the tubes 
in both the directions in addition to the other parameters 
such as Be etc* ] |'
' As an example, Eckert and Irak® (2) based on Eckert j j
and Soehngen*s (19) work, suggested the following equation
152
to calculate heat transfer from' a bundle of plain tubes 
.■ * IIu ** 0*43 +.G He® .
when the air flow is normal -to its axis and suggested
that for R@ bet m e n  2 000 and 40 000 the first tern may
he neglected*
To solve the above equation* they -recommended the'
values given by Orlaison (28) who conducted experiments
within the above range of Reynolds number.on tube bundles
using in-line raid. staggered pattern of tubes for several
combinations of the ratios
longitudinal pitch * - transverse pitch
iuEe^OT* m a  tub® Q.d*
\
In the present research only one tube was - used' and 
as such only the 1 literal pitch could be ’ obtained from the 
position of the boards*
faking the ratio transverse pitch/tubs 0*d# as 
2*125 (i*e* for the case when the'boards were 4i in apart) 
the Index of Me is 0*667 and 0 is 0*194# Nearest value to
■ i
2*125 given by Crimison is 2 for which the closest values j
• ■ V I
o f  the index of Re and 0 ©re 0*652 and 0*229 respectively |
when the ratio longitudinal pitch/tube 0*d* is 2*
■ !
■ \ Considering another example* when the boards were j
':5i In ,:apart i*@* for the transverse pitch to tube 0*d*
i
ratio- 2*75, the exponent of Re from the tests is 0*759 |
and 0- is 0*0?09* Crlmison gave the following values
for transverse pitch to tube 0*d* ratio of 3»
m * 0*744 and 0 m 0*0678 when longitudinal
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pit oil/tub# 0*&# was 1*5 and m * 0*648 and' 0 ». .0*198 
when longitudinal pit oh ♦ tub#. 0#d* was 2#
froii the above it would appear that the arrangement of- 
the apparatus used in these experiments very approximately 
corresponds to the in-line tube bank arrangement.when the 
ratio ©f longitudinal pitoh/tub© 0*4# is*2*
In, figs(9*4)» (9*5) and (9*6) heat transfer (i#e# Mn) 
from a studied cylinder is compared with that of a plain 
one for all the distances between the boards stated above 
including the cast when there were no boards*
As the slope of the heat transfer lines for studded 
mad plain cylinders in different in each case* the 
percentage increase in the rate of heat transfer is not 
the same# flic values of these Increases are given In 
table 9*5. |
Prosenre drop rune
!
'' [
After adjusting the distance between asbestos boards* 1
the" aasembley was placed in a wind tunnel* fhis time
heater connections were not made and as such the tempera-!
ture ©f the air at any point in the tunnel was the same I
as ambient# After starting' the tunnel motor* velocity ;j
measurements were made as described before# Pressure was'!
measured in an upstream and downstream planes by means :!
of a total head tub#,.the upstream plane being 11 in
from the centre and the downstream 9 in from the centre* j
three readings In each plane along their vertical centre j |
lines wore taken| on# at the mid-point* second three j j
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Inches above and the third#-three inches below the mid*
point*, the average of these three readings was tahen as
the final reading*. She difference between the value© of
total pressures'at the upstream and downstream planes was
y2
the drop in pressure % this was divided by - to give 
a'dimensionless. number of..velocity heads (F) lost* In all 
the graphical representations of the-results# this value 
of f is plotted against Reynolds number*; fhis procedure 
was repeated.for the following distances between the boardsj 
and also when there were no boards* 4lr in# 5i in#. 7 in 
and 9i in*
- During the experiments# it was noticed that the reading^
I
in the downstream plane were extremely sensitive to the 
external disturbances in the laboratory and as such these 
tests were repeated on different days until consiatant 
results were obtained*
Figs* (9*7) and (9*3) show the variation of pressure 
loss factor (f) with'Reynolds" number for the studded and 
plain cylinders respectively*
■ fhese graphs show that as Reynolds number increases 
the pressure loss factor decreases, the rate of decrease
■ ■ * I
being'different in each case*
From these curves# it seems that as the- distance between 
the-boards decreases pressure loss factor increases* j
However# in the ease of studded cylinder# graphs for 5i \ 
in and 7 in gaps nearly coincide* fhis behaviour for these
16o |
two distances was also noticed in the ease of heat 
transfer lines* . the plain cylinder does not appear to 
exhibit Bitoh a characteristic *
flie loss of pressure is due to both'the cylinder and the j 
walls* It is possible to explain this quantitatively as 
followsi
j
Considering first the walls <* I
Mb on a fluid flows past a flat plate, a laminar 
boundary layer starts building up from the leading edge* 
it grows in thickness as the distance from the leading 
edge increases# the thickness being proportional to the
j
square root of the distance! it reaches a transitional |
j
stag® and .then"becomes turbulent* (for a short body the |
flow within the boundary layer my he laminar for its whole i
I
length* In a long body# the flow may pass through all the !
;
three stages.and then may separate from the surface*) As j 
the frictional drag, is proportional to the velocity -gradient 
which incidentally-exists only in the boundary layer# it 
is a function of the boundary layer thickness*
■ Furthermore, the-resistance to flow increases with the 
roughness of the plate* In the actual, experiments# faces 
of the asbestos boards were not mad© specially smooth*
Also when the distances between the boards, were small# ' 
i « « *  4& in and 5$  in it is extremely unlikely that there 
was a region of potential flow*
Consleering now the cylinder -
When a fluid flows past a cylindrical body, the !j
boundary layer builds up as before but the flow separates ji
from the surface when it reaches an angular position of m
about 82° or 110° from the forward stagnation point 
depending on whether the flow is laminar or turbulent* i
The nett effect of this is that there is a pressure :j
:  i -
difference between the forward and rear stagnation points* !• 
This difference causes a form drag whereas the velocity 
gradient in the boundary layer causes a frictional drag '(
which is again proportional to the free: stream turbulence,* I
i j i
Reynolds number and surface roughness* -:|
i
In the ease of a studded cylinder, the flow is extremely ; |
complicated! but one could say that in this case form |
drag is more predominant than shin friction as a studded 
cylinder is built up from several cylindrical bodies; and !; 
in a plain cylindrical body the drag is almost wholly a j 
form drag* j
from the foregoing,' it is obvious that the pressure -J 
loss is some combination of the resistances due to ■'.!
ij
cylindrical surface and board although it is difficult to j 
attribute separate absolute values to the cylinder and 
the walls*
The slope of the line in Rig* (9*8) when there were
no boards is **0*07 and seems to be inereasiigat a non**
i ;
uniform rate (i#e# the slope of each line is not the same) 
as the distance between the boards decreases*
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Again, for the reasons mentioned before, it is doubtful 
whether one could compare the results of a single tub© 
with those obtained on a tube bank* All on© could say 
with certainty is that as the Heynolds number increases, 
the pressure loss factor decreases and this applies to 
both the plain and the studded cylinders*
figs* (9*9) and (9*10) show the comparative curves for 
a plain and a studded cylinder (studs 11/16 in long) for 
various distances between the aide boards; whereas, 
fig (9#11) shows the comparative curves for studded 
cylinders which include the stud lengths 3/8 in, ll/l6 in 
and 1 in and a plain cylinder, when there were no side 
boards*
As one would expect, these curves indicate that the 
studded cylinders are associated with higher pressure 
drop compared to the plain cylinders*
A further critical study of the results of this series 
of experiments revealed very interesting and. important 
facts* ' The discussion.of these is resumed in the chapter 
on 1 Correlation* »■
h CHAPTER 1 0 - ■•>■■ 1
Correlation
In'any correlation, the important factor is the 
convenient grouping of dimensionless numbers- which
influence the heat'exchange properties of a body,.
: . . ! 
using proper indices, as the ultimate aim of a
correlation is to find a reliable general relationship
. . . . . . .  ... . . .... . . .  . .
between several'Variables,.which could be applied to 
any1heat dissipating configuration when working under
!
varying conditions# ;
Most of these numbers are in one form or the other
dependent on a characteristic linear dimension* 'In the j
case of tubes with secondary surfaces,■ some workers have j
used hydraulic diameter as the characteristic length*
Such a diameter depends on the tube diameter, pitch of
secondary surface etc* and in addition involves relatives
ly tedius calculations'^before, the data based on this j
dimension could be applied to other geometry; further- j j
■ M
more, there is no marked improvement in the heat transfer \
correlation when this length is used.
For these reasons, the characteristic dimension ;J
used in-the presents research is the outside diameter of I
■ ■ !:
the tube except where other dimension proved to be more j 
suitable* :
Before making a choice of dimensionless groups to .1
■ Mrepresent the heat transfer data graphically, it is M
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Important to realise that in the ease of interrupted 
fin surfaces# the designer has a very wide eh side# He 
could ©elect studs of y&riotia cross-sections and length
and use different pitches# In addition# he could also
vary the pattern of stmis round the tubes m €  change the
material of the etude#' as long as the overall efficiency 
is'improved without undue increase in the coat# In. 
practice# banka ©f snob tubes arc used which Introduce 
a'further variable namely the pitching- of tubes.in both 
the directions.
fo assess the effect of all these parameters would 
need a considerable- time# an extremely well equipped 
workshop and laboratory apart from finance#
flat present research is carried out on a single 
tuba with studs of constant diameter# the stud pattern 
on the tub# being st^'rored* In each series of tests the 
length of the studs was altered#
■ As far as the writer is ware# there is m  published 
work on m single tube with studs available! whatever 
meagre information there is# is m  investigations, carried 
out on the banks of studded tubes#
It would b© hardly justifiable to make a straight** 
forward comparison between heat transfer data obtained^ 
using banks of tubes and that obtained using a single 
tube# nevertheless* some general characteristics must 
remain the same# •
fig* {10*1} is a plot of fu*fr“^  against He for 
plain and studded cylinders* •
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©a© line for a plain-"cylinder is-included for
comparison purposes#'its equation being -
m.Vr~  ^ » 0,293 E@°*614 (10,1)
for - a bank’of plain tubes with staggered 
arrangement the equation of the-heat transfer line is ~
Su.Er"* = 0,38 Ee0,6 ..,..,.,,.,..,,.,(10,2)
as given by Worley and Boss (50) which.also agrees with 
that given by drimtson (28)*
2?here la a close similarity between the equations 
(10*1) and |.0*2)*
- Ihe coefficient of R© la much higher in the 
equation (10*2) than in (10*1)* fhls is however# what 
one' would. expect $ because in the case of tube banks # , 
as the fluid' flows over the tubes- it undergoes a consid~ 
erable turbulence compared-to a single tub©' and this 
increases the overall'coefficient of heat transfer*
■ fh© curve for studded cylinders includes- all the 
three stud lengths used in this investigation* :
fhis graph shoifs that as far as overall coefficient 
of heat transfer is concerned# the length of the stud 
does not make' any difference#
fhe equation of this curve is **
Jfu.Pr”* = 0.232 Ee0*647 ..............  (10,3)
It is interesting to note that Worley and Ross (50) 
also found the overall heat transfer coefficient to be 
independent of stud length when they carried out
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exp©rl®©nt© using banka of studied tubes - with stud 
oro©3~&@aii<m8 entirely, different to t h e  ones used, b y  j
the -author#
A word about the power of franitl number used in 
the above plots
the analysis of forced convection shews that far - I
gases# the rrandtl number enters’ the solution of the j
l a m i n a r  b o u n d a r y  l a y e r  p r o b l e m  a s  a b o u t  t h e  $ p o w e r  ' j
. ■ i
whereas in the ease of turbulent boundary l a y e r #  t h i s  • ;
exponent varies from 0*3 to 0*4* !
As -the Prandtl number for air lies between. 0*68
to 0*9?t depending on the temperature# the variation
in the above index Introduces & very ©rssll error indeed*
When the secondary surface is in the form of studs# |
there exists m laminar boundary layer mt at least part
of the surface' and a turbulent layer on the rest of it*
Hence# the choice of exponent as $ covers both the
cases* Kaye and louden (34) also preferred the ©amo
value for the above reasons when they presented their
results on secondary surfaces* , j
Correlation b e t w e e n  .pressure drop and heat, .transfer
Poefficient
It is well known that there is an analogy between 
momentum transfer and heat transfer* their inter- 
dependence may bo -expressed In the following differential 
form**
q * * Cp# *|j? where #* shear stress*
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the negative sign being of no consequence* '
; It can he shown that for fluids having a Prandtl 
number’of unity,:a single expression connecting the 
above two quantities eould he obtained for both the 
laminar and turbiilent region*
In the case of fluids flowing through conduits 
and over flat plates where skin friction predominates 
mathematical equations connecting momentum transfer and ' 
heat transfer are available5 but no such treatment seems 
to be possible as yet "for,fluids flowing outside the 
tubes where form drag predominates* •
\ For the studded cylinders with which the" present 
research is mainly concerned, it is nearly impossible 
to formulate the prediction of heat transfer"coefficient 
from momentum transfer by using a mathematical -approach*
' fo see whether-such a correlation is possible, 
fanning friction factor was plotted against St*Pr^ on a 
bilogarithmic scale as shown in fig* (10*2) for two cases, 
the values of which were’ taken from £sysand london (34)* 
fhe curve designated as 1 plain tubes1 is for a 
bank of plain tubes with in-line arrangement having
tr“ g § : a f -t;-  - 1-5 “ a 'l0|”aliS” ,S;l.iI!'1~  - 1 - a
and number of tube rows 15* -
Curve marked * finned tubes* had a staggered 
arrangement of tubes with circular fins the longitudinal 
and transverse pitches {l*e* the distance between the
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;’V ' . !'
centres of the tubes in one row) being 0.8 and 0*975 
respectively with, fin pitch 7.34 per in.
fhese two curves show a distinct possibility of i 
forming a correlation between pressure drop and heat 
transfer coefficient.
i
- i
Such a correlation would include. j
!
(1) the pressure drop (2) the specific heat of fluid at j
' "  ■ /  - „  j
constant'pressure (3). appropriate temperature difference j 
between the hot body and the fluid (4) the appropriate 
velocity of the fluid.
' In the case of studded cylinders, it should also 
contain some form of non-dimensional numbers which include 
the geometry of the studded cylinder and cross-section of 
the working section (which in this research is based on 
the distance between the asbestos .boards when applicable) 
of the wind tunnel*
. Stated in a symbolic form, the above statements 
become -
Q = ....... CIO.4)
In the wind tunnel experiments, effects of tunnel 
interference are present, fo allow for these effects, 
the velocity *VV- in the above expression should be the 
corrected velocity i.e. the measured velocity x (a 
factor)*
In the present correlation the factor used is 
(1 ♦ (. ) where, £ = (■ s + 6 W
the abov# factor* in effect* is the correction for
00114 and wake bloetege* the value 1*2 being the average ; 
coefficient of drag*
1b the ease of extended surfaces* the question 
arises as to which-diameter should he.tahen as the |
characteristic dimension* In the previous calculations 
-of ffasselt number* it was the base diameter of the tube | 
but this will not he suitable when,tunnel Interference 
la to be evalmaiei*
It was considered that t fm equivalent volume trio 
diameter m s  tbs mo sit appropriate value $ whereas* it j 
was thought that the stud diameter would best be compared
with the equivalent surface diameter* j
|
i
*Pf is ts&en as the pressure difference as *
■ I
indicated by the fltot tube.times the projected area of 
the cylinder.of the diameter *4$®* ;
. the correlation could he weighted still 'further* 
hf Incorporating the rraadii number which then Includes
j
the properties of the fluid as well*
Ke~writlng the equation (10*4) in a form' suit able | 
t© calculate the heat transfer coefficient ©ad laeorporan
- -i
ting the Various points mentioned before ** "■
Ao .  C i k i P  i h $ ) n
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Btu/ft2h deg ? ...........  (10.5)
It was found that the best correlation is obtained 
when m #1 and n « 0 # 25 *
fig# (10#3) shows a plot of Telocity (Tact) 
measured, against experimental coefficient of heat transfer 
(overall) and predicted overall coefficient of heat 
transfer for a studded cylinder having 11/16'. in long 
studs for five different distances between the side walls 
of the working section of the wind tunnel.*- ihe predicted 
overall coefficient of heat transfer was calculated by • 
using the.equation (10*5)*
figs* (10*4),and (10*5) are the plots of actual 
and predicted overall coefficients of heat transfer against 
the measured velocity for stud lengths-1 in and 3/8 in 
respectively* Here again, the equation (10*5) was used 
to obtain the predicted coefficients*.
In all the cases, the correlation is good as the 
deviation of the points from the mean line is small*
As a result of this, one could say, that the overall 
coefficient of heat transfer for a studded cylinder could 
be predicted from the' pressure drop measurements#
fhe great advantage of the equation (10*5) is that 
it could be plotted in a nomographic (or any other) form 
which at a glance enables one to obtain either heat 
transfer coefficient or pressure drop for a given velocity, 
in other words, if any two of the above three variables 
are known the third could be read off*
I l°i
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This facilitates in estimating a stage, when the -I
j! :|
advantages gained by increasing the heat transfer :|j;|
coefficient are off-set by the increase in pressure drop* j ’jj:
■ Encouraged by the above-results, farther invest!- :'i'
: !in
! j 3  I
gations were carried out to see whether ■ it was possible ; |;l;| 
to express overall heat transfer coefficient in terms of : |.||! 
pressure, drop and other non-dimensional parameters : |
similar to the ones used before, for a plain cylinder* ; n<
It was realised, that the flow, pattern in this ease ;
will change according to the distance between the side I ’i ,j
' ' ’ 'walls and although the general form of the equation may : |j! 
remain the same, the value of the index *n* might vary* ; j; |;, 
’ Using tube diameter as the characteristic dimension,; ' I 
the equation (10#.$) becomes as follows for a plain | !|.: si
cylinder - . i | j
. . ■ . . 1 ii"
h = Tl'V e TVaot * ^  ” l^hl * ?r*°p*g*3600 ,,,..(10.6) h
j j
Btu/ft^h deg Is : |'j
: niFig (10*6) shows a plot of measured velocity against ;|-|j
■ ^
experimental overall coefficient of heat transfer and : ; fj 
predicted overall coefficient of heat transfer calculated ;M 
using the equation (10.6) I I;
■ |  j
fh® results are very good indeed* . IN
To substantiate equation (10*6), Franklin* s (22) I if 
workwas used as it was easily 'accessible# III
He used 2 in diameter plain cylinder for heat | !;
transfer runs but did not measure the pressure drop across I il
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it* . fhe writer also used a 2 i n ■ diameter plain cylinder 
to carry out heat transfer and pressure drop runs* It 
is obvious*. that the pressure drop should remain the 
same for a given velocity in both the oases#
low* if the equation (XG.6) im;general holds, the 
heat transfer coefficient predicted from this equation 
using.the pressure drop obtained by the author* should, 
agree'with the experimental values obtained by.franklin*
' fig* (10*8) is a comparison of the heat transfer 
coefficients m  obtained by franklin and predicted ■ by .■ 
using equation (10*6)* ; ■.
fhe. value-of the index #n f is 2*39*
' the agreement. la quite good*
fhe table* (10*4) gives the values of the pressure
drops ''obtained from the authors experiments and used in 
the oquatlon {10*6).to predict franklin1a,heat transfar 
coefficients#
; from Fig* (10*5)9 the value of ’a* for » 16 in 
f #e« -when there were no side boards la 2*31* finis is 
very close to tha above value of 2*33 obtained using 
Fraaklin*s results* '
the error,which is of the order of 3# could be 
duo to the fact that all.; the curves are plotted on  a 
bilogaritteio eo-or&ln&tes and other obvious reasons 
such as slight turbulence in incident stream etc*
from Fig* (10*6)» it would ho noticed that the 
value of *»♦ is not constant*.
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fixe probable explanation of the variation of fn f
|H$
is that when I*w decreases, the ratio increases! at
the same time, the turbulence tends to increase which
gives higher heat transfer coefficients* Iquation (10*6)
does not include terms to .allow for turbulence and hence,
the index fn* has to cater for this effect as well* -
Fig* (lG.7) shows the variation of *n* with *
Mg
from this, it would appear, that the above factor is .
exerting a systematic influence on the correlation*
it is obvious, therefore, that a term to include
1 Turbulence1 in the above correlation is necessary*
A study of Fig* (7.1) shows that such a term is
required if the results of all the workers, working under
different conditions, are to be represented by a single
equation without any modification to it whatsoever*
Without such a term■*n* will vary from investigation to
investigation if the turbulence is pronounced*
■'In-the case of studded cylinders, the above
argument does not apply, unless the external disturbance
is extremely violent, as the turbulence created by the
local excrescences la so high, that the effect of the
proximity of the aide walls does not sufficiently
(doV \n
influence the ratio J *
(i*W )
It must be appreciated, that all these correlations 
are true within the range of the experiments described in. 
this research, i.e. for the values of K© from 1*4 x 10^ 
to 4.96 x 104
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cmomsiowB
The main experiments described in this work are 
carried out on studded cylinders and to compare the 
results* all the experiments hare been repeated.using a 
plain cylinder* -
The preliminary experiment, in addition to verifying8, 
the fact that* if the. external surface is'not an integral 
part of the parent body, there exists a resistance to
heat flow which is/proportional• to the pressure between j
the.two contact'surfaces amongst other parameters* 
justifies the soldering of studs,to the cylinder and 
determines the magnitude of the resistance ..to heat flow* 
With the studs soldered to the cylinder, the resistance 
to heat flow is very small*
This is shown by the fact that the actual coeffic­
ient of heat transfer was 0*94 of the theoretical one 
(i*e*the heat transfer coefficient-that would have been \ 
obtained, had the studs been integral)*
The heat transfer runs for studded cylinders showed ■ 
that for a constant stud diameter, when the pattern of j
the studs on,the cylinder is staggered, the overall
coefficient of heat transfer is independent of the length j
of the stud* I
In such,a case, the overall coefficient.of heat ! 
transfer may be calculated from the following correlation j
for the values of Be from 11 200 to 56 500*
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f i t #  results of the testa# conducted In tie |
a t m o s p h e r e  o f  v i o l e n t  ceooustie i i a i m r b a a e e *  s t e w © # *  j
' ' \ 
that such a disturbance considerably Inere&ees the overall!
coefficient of heat transfer! f a r  more then th© os© :
obtained by using n o r m a l  methods of creating a dislttrbaHct
in a wind .iuimel* la the pr©sent mrlt the increase was §
o f  t h e  o r i e r  o f  ? 0 f C *
. She investigations on a cylinder with a ©ingle 
stud m %  only B h m  the variation of the average 
coefficient .of heat transfer of'the study with respect ;
i
to' its angular position f r o ©  the f o r w a r d  stagnation point,* 
hut also enable': one to calculate its Value bv using? I
Pleasured from the forward st^ nation point* the values 
of *constants* are plotted in the text*
In the • ease of studded cylinders# owing to the 
turbulence created by the studs# the local variation la 
the haat transfer coefficient is comparatively small and 
its value ©ay he considered constant for the given 
conditions*
the experiments on the cylinder assemble^* in which 
the width of t!i© wording section was varied# yielded the 
results of considerable importance* t h e y -  © h o w #  that it.'
... «o.ie
c o s  4 1  *  c o a s t
far value© of *4M from O' to SO'"# and 
h = 0.19 Y0,622 e°*25 e@Ilst4i
for values of # froa 1OS0 to 18O0f all the angle© being
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is possible to predict the overall coefficient of heat 
transfer from the pressure drop measurements by using 
the correlations given below -
* Af> (d^t) (4ev)^f2  ^tj n
h - O r + T F F a c t '  s *(^©s) d w  ) .Pr.Gp.g,3600
Btu/ft2h deg S’
for a studded cylinder, and
i£ (5_)n p- f> „ '— - • —— ♦ rr#W|3#g*
(1 46
. Btu/ft h deg I*
' i
for a plain cylinder*
As the effects of the turbulent flow are more 
pronounced in 'the ease of a .plain cylinder, the value ; 
of *n* ‘ in the above expression will depend on the given
!
conditions*
, However, for normal wind tunnel tests, as a first-
approximation, its value may be talcen from Fig# (3.0*7) for
dthe required ratio of ■jjj* ■
From these expressions, one can-find at what stage i 
the consideration of pressure drop becomes as important 
as the consideration of heat transfer coefficient.
Having found such a stage, in the case of studded 
cylinders, it ia then possible to calculate the most 
economical size of the studs for the above conditions j 
by using the methods outlined in the Chapter 6 of this
research#
I S3

APPMDIX
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Derivation of the basic heat transfer
equations*
Making the,assumptions stated on page (40) and
considering an element of the stud at a distance x
Ail) and adopting the following notation -.
qi * heat conducted into the element
<12 23 heat conducted out of the element
q^ « heat convected from the surface of the element
between x and (3c + J x) to the surrounding fluid
for energy balance, when conditions are steady ■-*
qi s qg .+q^ .*.♦**•■******•••**»• (A*l)
and q^ « h x surface area of the element x G
« h x circumference of the elementx(Jx) x Q 
* s h x 0 x ( J x ) x @
low qg can be expanded in terms of qq using faylor#8 series 
as'follows -
12 “ <11 + ^ * + (<11) + ...... .
On substituting the above expression for q^ and q2 ^he 
equation (A*l)
ql “ qi + fx * fe<«l) -?T + ... + Mcfxp
hence,
0 « (qq) i x + *§£2(qq) ^ y r  * *..+ h C G Jx*
Dividing through by the volume of the element A. £ x
I d 2 \ is. * x M S
19H
and on using Fourier*8 l*&w qx m «.
a J i  / t «>.d§) Sx : hCa
A 4X V ^ $ X X Ajx2' Cx)* 2 A
« tr i 2^ trA3^  ar . hC#
. -K •*-, “^ * * 2 j  ■*•**••♦ “I"
.. fliis energj balance must be satisfied for all the 
'elements.of. the stud, hence when j* x — *- 0 the above 
equation becomes ** ■ ‘ .
»  ,,<l2a ^ h09
dx2 A
4 * - ■ ■ hC0 *. fk3L * 0 # *» »»*">"* m. y # # ^ *,*.,** * « «••**#«##• * \ A # ct /
t a *  . “
'fhe equation-: (A*2) is applicable only to those eases 
where the cross sectional area normal to the direction of 
heat flow is constantt If, however, the 'cross sectional 
area varies with the faef co-ordinate, the foregoing 
equations need slight modifications,* as shown below #*
q^ » h*9# S and "A is a function of x»
fhe energy balance yields tfie following equations * -
d2 t & x , ' hM <5b. ...• - > tbMwiwwwiwfakyeiiiKwt,
A d X0 “ I  4t ("ialf) * 1 fe  (-KAal) S~2i * ****
law, this equation muat be satisfied for all elements 
whether large or small# Hence, It must be satisfied as 
x— te-O* Using this condition one obtainsi
i(\ «g 1  i^i»— i 4 ~1**“ # d ^  v
A dx dx 5 A" dx
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A# © •
(A.3)
f!i© equation (A*3) * in general may be applied to all 
secondary surface configuration© where ©ae^dimemsienal 
assu&ptlcns hold# for example* for an annular fin of 
uniform thickness 1 b* and inside and ©utsid© rail! 
♦ri1 and *r0* respectively*
A ** 7^  rb' (at any raiims frf)
s ■ 7T (r02~ r^)
On substitution! equation (A*35' leads to i
X  ^-7Vb
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TABLE 5.1
Specimen Log Sheet for Wind^  1n-rrfBTim)r.T,-..^ rrfTn r.pJ.Tr-.-.|
gunnel Calibration
Barometer * 75*699 om aHg
Wet bulb .temperature t 56*8°F 
Dry.bulb temperature-* 66*8°F
.■ Static Head .
Casella initial reading * 1*3732 cm 
Casella Actual readings cm*-
2.1717 2.1625 2.1684 2,1709
2.1717 2,1623 2.1684 2.1710
Telocity head
Casella initial readings 2*3080 cm 
Casella Actual readings cmx
1.5448 1.5636 1.5512 1.5169
1.5350 1,5565 1.5497 1.5195
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TABLE 5*2 
Calibration of Wind Tunnel*
Corrected static 
head*(in of water)
corrected Telocity 
head.(in of water)
Telocity
ft/s
0*05769 0.5054 14.88
0.09206 0.0835 19.14
0.1491 0.1396 24*74
0*1946 0.1822 28.22
0.2551 0.2450 32.77
0.3029 0.3008 36.33
0*4554 0*4638 45*10
0.5931 0.5743 50.18
0.8347 0.8132 59.71
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WWwfawttaatliW1^  ^ w'ij'^r'jn ^ i»>oi<it>£yTwe^ a^<a>^W ai^awi-*wSa
Toitag® | 10S#5 volts
Gwent i 1.6S e&g*
Casolla gangs final 2 1*0491 cm • 
Casella gang® initial : 0*5945 on
{mteiwoXts)
All angles itm fmcavd stagnation point*
aagle (degrees) © 22| 45 &7| 90 112V 135 157| 130
M *
■ Stud base 1431 i</.i 1451 1433 1470
Stud sdd«point 1423 1443 1436 1442
Stud tip ’' 1431 1440 3451 1438 1400
■ii
engla (degrees) 202V 225 247i 270 292! 215 337,! >S0
Stud b/.se 1433 1479 1490 1431
Stsd eid-poist 1442 I.441 1463 1430
Stud tip 14(50 1433 1433 1431
B&ruseter : 77*4-5 cm II g
_  o f
¥©t bulb temperature t 62,0
Dry bulb temperature ; 72,9° F
Downstream air
temperature - . s 75*0° F
&
■ os also the temperature on the cylinder body#
End Tplugsr I fop -‘ Inside face 1432 A ?
Outside face 1262 A V  
Bottom * Inside face " 1501 /* f 
: ; Outside face ' 12^ 9 A F
$AB m  5.4
fable ; of ■ Value & for: fibres 5*9* 5.10»
h i 1 .
femp °G Standard 
Besponse
sU y
Deriation 
yu If
Actual Response 
« Std Responses 
deviation
femp °P
20 767 30 817 68.0
34 ; , 1360 ‘ 43 1403 93.2
40 1610 52 ; 1662 104.0
60 2467 77 2544 140.0
SO 3357 102 ■'3459 176*0
99.61 4277 123 4400 ; , 211*3
120 5227 146 5373 248*0
140 6204 169 6373 284*0.. .
160 7208 190 . 7.398 320.0
180; ’ , 8236 ; ■ 211 8447 356.0
217.S 10260 250 10510 424.0
TABLE 5.5
Calibration of Thermooon'ples
thermocouple 
.Beaponse 
V
temperature 
°JP .
81? 63.0
1403 93.2 .
1662 104*0
2100 122*0
2344 140.0
2998 153.0
3459 176.0
3930 194.0
5373 ; ' 248.0
6373 284.0
7393 320.0
8447 356.0
2oo |;
TABEE 5*6
Experimental data for plain cylinder* • J
i;|
" f
Hi
f
1
Telocity
ft/s
^avgt 
deg F
[ H U T End Boss 
Btu/h
Had.loss 
Btu
h
Tolts amps Btu
“F*
11*9 265.0 103*2 2.0 703 . 3.5 41.0
2.0 i 5 230.5 108*0 2.2 810 4.1 26.40
24*9 168.0 101.0 2*0 690 3.78 11*13
25.9 171.5 105.0 2.075 720 3.78 20.75
30.95 163*2 107*5 2.25 790 4*00 11.19
34.2 141.5 103*2 2.0 703 3*96 15*90
37*-8" 140.0 106.0 2.0 724 3.70 16.33
43.8 133.5 106*0 2.1 760 3*96 14.51
48.4 127*5 106;0 2.1 760 3 *85 13*90
52.3 123*2 106*0 2.1 760 4.22 13.52
57.7 123.0 106.0 2.1 760 4.90 13.50
2o1
IrperiiseBtal' data! for plain cylinder*
Telocity"
ft/®'
flat input 
Btu/h
h
■■:■ Btu 
ft^h deg 
F
le . 
x 104
su
/J
Ifu X Ir“ i//3
11.9 650*5 7.22 0.84 66*3 76.6
20.5 ■ 779.5 9.81 1.46 33.8 105.2
24.9 675.09^ 11.70 1.95 117.0 151.2
25.5 • 693.47 '11.60 2.01 119*2 134.0
30.95 774.81 13.78 2.44 139.0 156*0'
34.20 683*14. 'l4.02 2.84 144.0 161*6
37.e 703.92' 14.60 3*04 148*5 166.2
43.0 741.53 "16.15 3.65 167.0 187.2
4B.4 742.23 16.90 4.03 175.3 ■ 197.0
52.3 742.26 17.50 4.35 180.0 202.0
57.7 741.60 17.50 4.8-1 182*0 204.0
2o2
ffABUB 5 >7
, ■ ■, Experimental data for studded cylinder
■ ■ Studs'. 1 in long ~.furBulent Air .Stream
! t ■ . ■ ■
Telocity 
ft /b
©avgt *t » p tr T Enel loss
u6g x-' volts amps Btu/h Btu/h
8*5 40.8 108.0- 1.64 805 1 *78
■15*7 26.8 106.0 1.62 566 2.50 .
24*9 23.1 109*0 1 *646 614 1.40
29*6 21.6 106.5 1*62 590 ■ 1 *78.
: 37.6 19.5 108.5 1.64 607 1.00
44.2 18.0 108.0 1.64 604 ' 2.05
45.5 18.25 108.0 : 1 .64 605 1.268
54.5 16.4 105.0 1.60 574 1 .00
57. a 16,7 108.0 1 *64 605 1.50
2o3
TABLE 5>7
Experimental data for studded cylinder 
Studs 1 in long ~ Turbulent Air Stream 
continued
Telocity
ft/s
Eadiation
loss
Btu/h
Wet Input 
Btu/h
h
Btu
ft2h deg f
He
x1Q4
tu
8.5 5*98 537.22 14.66 0.795 160,9
15.7 4.45 579.22 21.70 1.58 238.0
24.9 3.20 609.40 26*4 2.41 294.0
29.6 3.86 584.36 27*1 2.9 302,0
37.a 3.60 602.94 31.00 3.67 346,0
44.2 3.06 598*4 33*35 4.35 372.0
43.5 ; ' 3.22 600.51 33.00 4.4 367*0
54.5 2.46 570.68 34*90 5.27 388,0
57.8 2.46 601*06 36.18 5.6 402*0
tmm ,3.a
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' gABEB 5*11
-Effect of temperature difference on 
heat transfer coefficient
Telocity t 46.5 ft/s — normal flow
$avgt 18*75 28.0 41.25
h 20.6 21 .0 20.7
Telocity % 32*4 ft/a - Turbulent flow
aTgt 15*9 23*0 40.0
h 25.2 25.6 25.6
2o8
TAMM 6.1
Values for fig.6.1
Efficiency (0) « ~ £ § l l L ^ L ± J k ^ ---
<B1+ fi) (1* 15 tan}1 mX)
m m I £M i It (Brass) * 64 Btu /ft h deg F%/ i&37
r « 5/16 in
stud length 1 in
h 5 10 15 20 25 50
0 0.975 0*946 0.922 0.900 0.875 0.859
stud length j i n  6 in
h 5 10 15 20 25 50 "75
0 0.985 0.975 0*960 0.945 0.934 0.924 0.911
stud length 5/8 in
h 5 10 15 20 25 30 35
0 0.995 0 .9 9 0.986 0.978 0.974 0.971 0.965
2o9
TABLE € .2 „
Values for 'Bigs* 6.2* 6#5 and 6*4
Stud length s 1 In
hext5 « 0*283 h 0*714 b#
h 0 ' - 5 ■ 10 15 20 ■ 25 30 35
&GXP 0 4*762 9.69 14*11 18*51 22*72 26*89 30*85
Stud length s 11/16 in 
' 1 &exp * . 0 . 3 5 5 h 0 *6 4 5 .b£
h 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35
8^3CP 0 4.955 9*84 14.605 19.3 23.9 28.5 33.03
Stud length 8,. 3/8 in
hexp ® 0*478 h 0*522 h0
h 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35
**exp 0 4.982 9.94 14.89 19*76 24.66 29.56 34.35
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TABLE 6.3 
Values tor fig* 6.5
Stud ..length ; 3/8 in
Ik 9.8 11*75 13.75 17*7 20*6 21*6 23*6
&aot 11*6 13*2 17*2 19 * 4 20*3 22.9
Stud length s 11/16 in ‘ j;|
S.9 11*75 12*75 13*75 15*6 16*5 18.4 20*2 21.2 22.1
k-aet 8.55 11*4 12.2 13.4 15*15 1615 17.5 19*3 20*4 21*75
1
Stud lengthi 1 in
10*6 12*5 14.2 16.0 17.8 19*5 21.2 23.6 24*8
&aet 10*5 12.15 13.6 15*3 17.1 19*0 20.8 22*7 23*7
■Iij1
Values to solve equation i II .* 0*3 sinh 2$
eqn7. (6*13)
tl 0*3 strih 2U
0 0
0*1 0»O6o
0*2 0*123
0*3 0*191
0*4 O.^oo
0*5 0*353
0*6 0*453
0*7 0.571
0*8 0.713
0*9 0*883
•1*0 1.098
29 
80
0 
Re
 
= 
48
 
30
0
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f&BJM 8,1 
Tallies for Fig*6*1
Angle from for­
ward stagnation 
point 
■ degrees :
«b
dec V
00.75 ®1.5
deg f
h
Btu/ft2h
d©g F
• o- ‘ 57.00 55.55 54.90 1*411
55.70 54.40 53.60 .1*550
45 52.50 51.00 48.90 . 1.230
671 55.60 54.30 53.60 0.950
90,. 54.80 53.55 52,70 0*575’.
112§ . 55.65 54.40 53.20 .0*900
135 55.00 53.50 52.50 ■: 1 *180
: 1571 59.90 57.75 56.20 1 *416
180 59.10 57.20 55.90 1*550
0 69.10 67.60 66. 60 1*042
22 i 66.00 64.60 63.70 1.010
45 63,20 62,30 61,80 0*780
67* 64.20 62.65 61 .60 0 .6 3 2
90 63.60 62.30 61.25 0*417
1121 65.25 64.10 63.20 0.591
135 68,50 67.25 66.40 . 0.720
157* 68.50 67.40 66.70 0.780
180, 65.20 64.15 63.60 1 *034
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fABLB 6*1 continued
Angle .from for­
ward stagnation 
■point
degrees
«b
deg V
®0.?5
deg F
r* * J
*teg f
h 0
Bta/ft h 
deg F
0 6 6 .1 0 64*60 • 83.90 1.175
22i 83.30 82*00 81 *40 1*060
45 . , 8 5 .0 0 83*20 82.00 0,945
6?! . 79.00 77*20 . 75.90 0*820
90 90.40 79*00 , 77.90 0*500
1121 .83.40 81*75 80,60 :.0*756
155 . . 8 8 .9 0 86*70 .85.30 0*990.
1574 69.30 88*20 V 67.60 1*125
160 90.40 .87*90 , ■ 60 « 20 / ■ 1*225
0 110,00 108.60 107.50 0*818
22! 106.20 105*00 104.20 0*540
45 106.20 104*60 .103*40 ' 0*557
674 106.40 103*90 101*60 0 ,2 1 0
90 104.80 103*40 1 02 ,20 '■''0.235
1124 103.00 101 .50 100.30 ' 0.560
135 110.30 109.00 106.20 ’’0.580
1574 116.30 114.50 113.40 ■ 0*827
160 121.90 1 2 0 . 0 0 119*40 ' 0,970
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ffafole 8.2 
Bata for figure 8.4.
S tu d  a n g le  fro m  
fo rw a rd  s ta g n a t io n  
p o in t  (d e g re e s )
Bxoesa 'temperature 
deg B
cylinder with 
asingle"stud
Re « 29 BOO
multistudded
studs
1 in long
Re * 33 000
cylinder
studs 
3/6 i n  long
Re «14 900
0 67*5 30.6 92.4
22& 64.6 ' ,33*8 91.0
45 62.8 30*6 . 93.0
674- 62.9 31*2 92 *4
go 62.7 30.6 92.7
1124 64.1 31*0 92.7
135 67.4 30.5 92.7
1574 67.5 29.6 91.8
180 . 64.3 30.2 ■ 92.0
TABJM 9*1
Data for heat transfer oharaeteristics
Studded Cylinder . i studs 11/16-'in long*
Distance 
between boards 
IM
Velocity
ft/s
h Jkt He
x 104
4'4 13*52' 12*5 138 ' 1*28
4i 21*05 16.8 18? 2.04
4i 31*5 21*7 231 3*075
44" 38*8 24*1 268 3,8
5i 13*3 ' 11*95 130*8 1,225
3%' 21.0 16.05 176.5 2,00
5i 31*6 20*3 226.0 3*06 ;
64 p 2 41 #0 23*8 256.5 4.00
7 13.18 12*4 136.5 1.248
7 22.1 16*75 185.0 2,12
'31*55 19*33 216,0 3*08
fjf 41*7 22*8 255*0 4.1
9 i 13.25 12.05 132*5 1,26
■y£ 22.22 15*35 170,0 2.15
9t 32.2 18*7 208.3 3*122
9 i 42.0 21*33 233 4*08
Bata for heat transfer character!etics
Plain Cylinder
Distance 
between 
boards in
Telocity
ft/s
h In Be
X104
■4.4 '14*85 ' 9*33 92 1*115
41 ; ;■ 22*50 '12*80 - 130 1.8
4i ■ 52*98 ; 15.03 155 ■. 2*715 .
4i 42.80 , 18.65 194 3.63 -
54 14*88 10.2 101*2 1*142
■ 54 23*21 14*15 145 1.89
..54... . 33*90 , ,.16*53 164 2.75
54 43*80 20*92 . 221 3.79
7 15*1 10.03 99.5 1*16
1 23.2 14.16 - 143*5 1*91
7 *54*4 16*45 171.2 2.93
7 43*5 13*40 ' 204.3 3*799
94 7 15*61 ' ■ 10.32 102 1*19
; 94 24.48 13*30 135*8 1.98
94 . 35*48 16*00 165.8 : 2.96
: 94 44.80 18*70 189.9 3.82
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jfcABLB ' 9*3
Data for Presiniire-loss fact ore 
■ Studded cylinders- studs 11/16 in long
■******-}»
**"0
Distance between 
boards
Velocity
ft/s
A p
lbf/ft2
He
x 104
.. f ...
4i in 
4i in
4i in 
4i in
14*75
19*10
29*00
38*00
0*600.
0*830
1.900
3*065
1.461 
1.890 
2.895 
3.780
2*32
2*03
1.902
1*780
5i in 15*200 0.492 1.509 1*800
5lr in .. 20*010 0.765 1.985 1.61
5i in 32*00 1.920 3.18 1*58
5i in 39*80 ‘- 2.862 3.93 1*52
7 in 16*40 0.558 1.628 1*745
7 in 24*40 1*170 2.420 1*650
7 in 32*00 2.090 3.22 1^615
7 In 42.20 3.220 4.18 1*500
9i in 17*30 0.578 1.715 1*628
9f in ‘ • 24.00 1*098 .2*330 1.605
9i in 34.00 2*125 3.375 1.545
9i in 43.30 3.400 4*350 1.490
* 0 16*80
0.501 •1.620 1*490
B 24*82 1*080 .2*461 1.4700 36.80 2.210 3*66 1.373
46*40 3.420 4*60 1*336
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... fABUi 9*4 ,
Data-for pressure loss factors 
•plain cylinder
Distance : 
between 
boards in '
Velocity'
ft/s l b f / ^ t 2
Ee 
x 104
W
41 . 16 *80 ' , 0*374 1,655 1.115 ■
4i 25*40 ' 0*783 ■ .2,5.20 1.021
■ 4i : 36*60 : 1*440 : . 3,630 0.904
4$: 47*90 ■ 2.380 4.750 0*873
54 ■ 15*45'" 0.320 . 1. 439 1*210
5t 24*25 0*785 2.410 1*121
c l 35*20 .. 1.540 3*500 1.045
■54. 45.80 2.495 4.540 1.000
7 .19*51 . .. 0*470 1.940 1.040
7 ; 29*10 0*905 2.881 0.900
7 139.00 : 1*540 3.860 0*870
7 48*80 7 2*280 ; 4*840 0*806
94 17.20 0.292 1.705 0.831
9 4 28*30 0*775 2.580 0.815
9 4 37*80 ; 1.320 . 3*750 0*776
9 4 48*10 1.920 4*793 0.715
■ I  0 : 15.10 0.215 1*498 0*795
29*50 0.757 2.920 0*733
°A
%
01
39*90 1.405 3*960 0*742
50*60...... ' - ■ 1.980 4*960 0*723
ft*ri
#* ■
IN .
m# *>&»CM
&*
Et
4©
*30*
.**** ■ #0* ;. ri
.f>
cl
Cl ■•
ot ■
If*w*#*4Ol
fat : * % . '\r\
m
H
K\N»
0*
cl'*0 S**
M ■¥*$¥<n
0> '
t!
01
«9 ■ *4* . ■ 
Oik ■ 01
0*r4»
02CM ,
'ifspf
m
f&* -
oi•*A •<**W\.
*
*rv! *©
*i«4
*S>
*4
S
lulf^ *
*3
:*
&m
m#
vtOJ
«*%*
*#CM
m
•If*'
IN *A
IT*
m  ' 
*
2St**
m**!#■
P •
aIk*
m■ rHS fCM
m
*#'
cf
0|
*fv0$
03
IT*•03
iH
p
s '
*rf
& If 
t| j>
m
A
' |  :
0
m
m
#4
If**
CM
Stfl♦
cn
i
If*
«4
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ffABLS 9*6
Bata for.Pressure lose factors 
for, studded cylinders .
(Stud lengths 3/& in and I in).
lo side Boards
Y@2
f
.seity
■t/s
- Re (- 
xLO4-
■■ R
mcm  ©
; &  dW *HI
K|©
16.4
24.0
33.2
46.1
0*378
0*809
1*421
2*4^0
1*63 
2*48 
■" 3*29 
■' , 4.53
1*185 ■ ' 
1*088 ; = 
1.086 ; 
0.975
16,0 0*810 ■ " 1.590 2*660
m
fiso © 24.5 / 1*355 2*430 1*899
6-» S3SO *H
35.0 2*460 3*470 1*690 ; t
r-4 43,0 4*320 4*760 1*575
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Comparison between .predicted and actual 
eoefflcients ,of heat transfer, for, a studded 
eylin&er. (studs .1.1/16 in Ion,?:) '
.* Ap 4p dcf/3 {d,PY)^*2S
hPd - rc+g’JVaet* “  * <*^T * (IT) *Op*»«e*36O0
Biu/ft^hr Peg I1
”7a.et /
ft/s &act . v ■
14*75 13*3 12*7 4i in
19.10 16.0 14.4 • 4i in
29.00 20*8 20.0 : 4 i in
33*00 - -- 23*9 ■ -• ■25.2- ■ •; 4i in
19.20 ' 12* a 11.03 Si in
20.01 15*4 12*60 | Si in
32.00 20.8 19.75 : 5i in
39.BO . 23*5 23.20 . 5i in
16.40 7 77  15*5 ' ' ' ■ 11*30 ' 7 in
24.40 16.8 15*65 7 in
32.00 7' 19 * p 21*32 : 7 in
4 2 # 20 23*05 . 24*10;. - 7 in
17.30 13.5 ‘ ■ 11 * .30 ■' 9i in
24.00 16.0 13*36 - . 9i in
34*00 ’ 19*5 21*00: . ; 9i in
4-3.00. .22.0 .. ..-26*10.. - 9i in
16.80 10.6 9*30 16 in'
24.80 13*3 - 13.50 16 in
36.80 17*5 18,60 16 in
46,40 20*2 23*80 16 in
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f atm; 1 0 * g
Cf^t^risKSHi jMtfftft&X aa.$ w :^^i6tecl■ mi*fJt* >m-+;xw wr.- n-»frtl|^iiti.*iJil<i»vii»wri#«yai«Mliiriir 'iw«.fn'^v*i»fa^ i«»iy^>iiinrM*
eorf^i^lfmts ■ 0# heat, trati^ fei* f&r.
J J1 ***A 3! 4\fi. 13 Jtl #
(etuis'!" in &si 3/8 la Isag)
* hi * ^ t d
!&Ct ** : $ _... ' %Mr
.25
*w
m
Btu/n®h aeg r
16 in
ft/t
hBat % a
tes
• sJ! 3
i :
UJ «H 
#-4
16.00
24 * 50 
■35.00
48*00
10.8
14*0 
■ ■ I t . 4 
21,0
11*96
13,05
16*60
m
B©
a 
» <sr2 »H
5* *0
?r\
16*4
25.0 
*15 . &
46.1
9.73
■ 15.00
16*00 
. 20,00
§,05
12.70
16.90
21.11-
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f ABLE; 10*3
Oonm arisen be tvreen predicted, and actual 
coefflcients of heat., traaefer for ,m. piain
cylinder
31 A P
■ +•
> ajp { a )n , 0
iTjY ' * {iw) * CP *. £* 3600 Btu/ft ^ h. dqg F
Yaet
ft/s
haet hpd ?* ■ 
in
n "
16*8 10*8 10.00 4i 6.19
25*4 ■ 14 * 8 13.85 44 . 6.19
3 6*6 17.5 17*70 4i 6.19
47*9 81 * 9 22.37 4i 6*19
15*45 10*6 9.23 5-1 4*72
24 #25 14*5 14*40 JH 4*72
35.20 18.25 19*50 4.72
45*80 21.3 24*25 5i .... 4.72
19*51 11*50 10*59 7 5*86..
29*10 15.10 13*70 7 3*86
39*00 • 17*50 17*40 7 3.86
48*80 19.50 20.48 7 3.86
17.20 10* 50 8*66 9* 3*03
28*30 - 14 *40 13*98 . 9i 3.03 ’
37. BO 17*00 17*80 9i 3.03
48*10 19*20 20*30 9i 3*03
15*10 ' 8*50 7*10 16 ■ 2.31
29*50 13.30 12*88 16 2.31
39*90 15*50 17*60 16 2*31
50*60 17*30 19*60 16 2.31
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Pat,a f®r ftmj*® 10*8 .
>u>n ^ h >A~i <i>ti *. ij > r r i^ »^g4«ais^ »gn
a - *  2 * 3 8 ,  XK - 1 6  1 t t ,  d = 2 i n
Telocity ft/s
A/P *
h
JVanklia
fe
preiietesl
16*4 ' 0.2GO 7.5 7.05
23.5 o.sso 10,0 10,65
30.0 0,913 12,0 13*00
36.8 1*240 14.0 14,42
43*5 1.570 16,0 15,43
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